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A TRUE WORK OF ART
As striking as it is beautiful, our Acacius Coffee Table combines reclaimed wood with weathered metal—creating a unique centerpiece for your 

home’s gathering space. To craft Acacius’ one-of-a-kind, mixed-material styling, Mexican artisans leave panels of solid iron outside in the elements 

to naturally oxidize. Then, each piece of metal is moulded around the natural shape of wood veneers from ethically salvaged yuca trees. Every 

Acacius is a true work of art that celebrates the beauty of natural materials, and no two are exactly alike.

A C A C I U S 
OCCASIONAL COLLECTION  |   MADE IN THE MEXICO

Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

+ Handcrafted in Mexico using carefully procured veneers from reclaimed
yuca trees.

+ Metal accents are handcrafted from panels of iron that are left outside to
naturally oxidize, giving them an authentic, weathered patina. Each piece
is moulded around the unique shape of the wood veneers.

+ Due to their handcrafted nature, metal surfaces feature small dimples and
other features—as a result of the finishing process—which add one-of-a-
kind character to each piece.

+ Hand-applied finishes are weathered and coated with polyurethane for
added protection.

+ This collection is artisan-crafted from natural materials with hand-applied
finishes. Individual pieces may vary in color, pattern, shape, and texture,
making each truly unique.

+ Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any
Arhaus Design Consultant for care recommendations.

PRODUCT DETAILS

C O F F E E  TA B L E
55” w x 31.5” d x 15” h 35ACACIUSCOF
72” w x 34” d x 15” h 35ACACLRGCOF
80” w x 38” d x 15” h 353ACAC80CF
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Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through 
interior structures and into desired space before purchase.

acero

truly artisanal tables
Finished by artisan hands to achieve truly stunning patinas, our Acero Occasional Tables complement cool, rustic metal with the warm 
colors and organic textures of wood. Our artisan partners construct each tabletop from panels of solid iron that are left outside to naturally 
oxidize, producing an organically weathered appearance. Modern trestle table bases and matching table edges are shaped using solid alder 
wood and alder veneers, which are painted and lacquered to bring out the lumber’s natural features and accentuate the tabletops’ dark and 
varied tones.

Rectangular Coffee Table 
57.25" w x 39.5" d x 17.75" h 
35ACERO57COF

Round Coffee Table 
42” diameter x 17.75” h 
35ACERORDCOF

Console Table 
56" w x 16.5" d x 31" h 
35ACEROCON

End Table 
24" w x 24" d x 24" h 
35ACEROEND

acero  |  occasional collection  |  made in Mexico

product details
� Metal tabletops are handcrafted from panels of treated iron

that are left outside to give them a natural, oxidized patina.

� Due to their handcrafted nature, metal surfaces feature
small dimples and other features—as a result of the finishing
process—which add one-of-a-kind character to each piece.

� Hand-applied finishes are weathered and coated with
polyurethane for added protection.

� This collection is artisan-crafted from natural materials with
hand-applied finishes. Individual pieces may vary in color,
pattern, shape, and texture, making each truly unique.

� Craftsman-built table bases and tabletop edges are
constructed from solid alder wood and alder veneers.

� Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com
or speak to any Arhaus Design Consultant for care
recommendations.
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agate  |  occasional collection  |  made in India Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

agate

stunning stonework 
Our Agate accent tables feature gorgeous tops artfully crafted from sliced agate gemstones. Agates, which are crystallized Chalcedony 
found in volcanic rock, form beautifully layered patterns in rich, natural colors. Set on simple brass-finished bases, these little tables are like 
small jewels for your home that make great conversation pieces.

product details
 u Tabletops are crafted from slices of natural, black and charcoal grey agate 
stones.

 u Durable Iron table bases feature an Antique Brass-Plated finish.

 u Handcrafted in India.

Martini Table 
14.5” diameter x 20.25” h 
Black 35AGATEBK 
Grey 35AGATEWH
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35AGATEBK 
Parts Enclosed: 

Top 

Base 

Steps to Assemble: 
 
Place the top (Part A) facing upward on the Base (Part B) 
as shown below. 

Final Product 

ARHAUS 

your home 

Important Safety Instructions: 
1. Please pull out the contents separately 

from the cartons to avoid any breakage.  

Warnings: 
1. Keep away from children while 

assembling the Table. 

Care Instructions: 
1. Wipe clean with a soft, lightly damped, 

lint free cloth. Finish with a dry cloth. 
2. Do not use any chemical cleaners or 

abrasive cleaners on this product.  

Part A 

Part B 
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alessia |  bell’arte occasional collection  |  made in Italy Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

alessia

a true Italian masterpiece made just for you
Like a work of fine art, our master artisans utilize centuries-old techniques passed down through generations to craft every detail of our exclusive Bell’Arte 
collection by hand. Made one at a time in a region of Italy renowned for its furniture-making, these exquisite pieces are built from solid poplar wood. Each 
hand-distressed surface is artfully finished, combining layers of stain, paint, and lacquer with careful brushstrokes—a process which takes over three days to 
complete per piece. Inspired by the countryside estates of Northern Italy and their beautiful stairwell banisters—featuring exaggerated shapes and complex, 
highly detailed finishes—our Alessia occasional tables are artfully adorned in reference to this elegant architecture.

product details
 u Our exclusive Bell’Arte collection is handcrafted by master artisans in a region of 

Italy renowned for its furniture-making.

 u Occasional tables are craftsman-built from solid poplar wood—a wood prized in 

the making of fine furniture.

 u Antique Antico finishes are hand-painted with scrolling details—layered ivory, 

grey, and beige tones create an elegant, timeless aesthetic. Table bases feature a 

contrasting, dark grey finish.

 u Finishes are distressed by hand and lacquered for an elegant, timeworn 

appearance.

 u Italian artisans meticulously carve all details by hand, making each piece truly one-

of-a-kind.

 u After the finishing process, which takes three days to complete, our artisans sign 

and date their work with the inscription “Hand-painted in Italy” written in Italian.

 u Due to the delicate nature of artisan-painted, hand-distressed finishes, your piece 

may wear depending on your use and care. See an in-store design consultant or 

visit arhaus.com for care recommendations.

 u Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any Arhaus 

Design Consultant for care recommendations.

Console Table 
72" w x 25" d x 31" h
35ALESSIACON

Antique Antico

Finish:

51" Coffee Table 
51.25" w x 35.5" d x 17" h
35ALESSIA51C

63" Coffee Table 
63" w x 37" d x 17" h
35ALESSIA51C

End Table 
28" diameter x 26" h
35ALESSIAEND
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allegro  |  occasional collection  |  made in Mexico Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through 
interior structures and into desired space before purchase.

allegro

reminiscent of historic Mexican architecture,
where our Allegro Collection is brought to life, each piece features stunning hand-sculpted arches and carved detailing. Timeless, multilayered wood finishes 

are applied and antiqued by hand. Layers of paint and stain are artfully distressed to reveal underlying tones in areas of natural wear, mimicking the patina of 

authentic antiques. 

product details
 � Occasional tables are handcrafted in Mexico from oak and engineered 

hardwood.

 � Mouldings and bases are made of alder and pine for durability and strength. 

 � Finishes are completely applied by hand and gently distressed in areas of natural 
wear.

 � Wood finishes are lacquered for added protection and a subtle, satin sheen, 

 � Bronze hardware is hand-finished with a dark oil-rubbed patina resulting in a 
varied, antiqued appearance.

 � Artisan-crafted furnishings made from natural wood with hand-applied finishes 
may vary in color, pattern, shape, and texture, making each truly unique.

 � Small coffee tables and console tables feature two drawers for convenient 
storage.

 � Large coffee tables feature two faux-drawer accents opposite their real drawers.

 � Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any Arhaus 

Design Consultant for care recommendations.

Console 
75.5” w x 20.25” d x 34” h  
Rubbed Noir  35ALLEG75CON 
Rubbed Marron 35ALLEGBR75CON

End Table 
23.75” diameter x 24” h  
Rubbed Noir  35ALLEG22END 
Rubbed Marron 35ALLEGBR22END

Small Coffee Table 
52” w x 32” d x 18” h 
Rubbed Noir 35ALLEG52COF 
Rubbed Marron 35ALLEGBR52COF

Large Coffee Table 
63” w x 41.75” d x 18” h 
Rubbed Noir  35ALLEG63COF 
Rubbed Marron 35ALLEGBR63COF

Rubbed Noir Rubbed Marron

Finishes:

Round Coffee Table 
38” diameter x 18” h 
Rubbed Noir  35ALLEGRNCOF

End Table with Drawer 
28” w x 28” d x 23” h 
Rubbed Noir  35ALLEGSQEND
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CATEGORY SKU DESCRIPTION STATUS COLLECTION ROUTE
OCCASIONAL 91ALLEGPUL ALLEGRO DRAWER PULL

     DRAWER PULL
A PT-ALLEGRO PART

OCCASIONAL PARTS SKUS
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Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through 
interior structures and into desired space before purchase.

amina

a sophisticated shape
Handcrafted in India from cast aluminum, our Amina End Table features a minimalistic shape and striking, nickel-plated finish. Blending 
seamlessly into seating arrangements large and small, Amina’s modern aesthetics will complete any living space with effortless, functional 
style. 

End Table 
21” w x 21” d x 23” h 
Black Nickel Plated 35AMINABLK 
Splash Nickel Plated 35AMINASPLSH

amina  |  end table  |  made in India

product details
 � Cast from aluminum by Indian artisans.

 � Finishes are hand-polished and plated, and sealed with lacquer for 
extra protection and a subtle sheen.

 � Splash Nickel Plated End Tables feature a drip finish.

 � Contemporary lines and modern styling complement many home-
décor styles.

 � Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any 
Arhaus Design Consultant for care recommendations.
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Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through 
interior structures and into desired space before purchase.

antonia bell’arte

true masterpieces of artisan craftsmanship
Old world woodworking techniques and exquisite detail merge to create this exclusive made-to-order collection. Crafted in a region renowned for  
its furniture making, Italian artisans masterfully sculpt each piece by hand–like a work of art. Our Antonia Bell’Arte Occasional pieces are fashioned 
from solid populus tremula tulip wood. Painting, distressing and detail-carving is all done by hand over three days to bring your piece to life. 

 � As with the rest of our Arhaus-exclusive Bell’Arte Collection, these 
pieces are handcrafted to order in a region of Italy renowned for its 
furniture making.

 � Craftsman-built from solid populus tremula tulip wood—a wood 
prized in the making of fine furniture.

 � Italian artisans meticulously carve all details by hand, making each 
piece truly one-of-a-kind.

 � Hand-painted finishes with elegant detailing take up to three days 
to complete. Layered paint and stain are artfully applied and gently 
distressed to create a rich, timeworn appearance.

 � Finished surfaces are lacquered for added protection and a subtle 
sheen.

 � After the finishing process, the artisans sign “Hand-painted in Italy” 
in Italian and date their work.

 � Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to 
any Arhaus Design Consultant for care recommendations.

product details

antonia bell’arte  |  occasional collection  |  made in Italy

Round Coffee Table

39.5" diameter x 19" h P2AOFCS

48.25" diameter x 19" h P2AOC0S

*All Bell’Arte dining pieces are made to order.
Rectangular Coffee Table

53" w x 29" d x 19" h P2AOCBS

Console Table

71" w x 18" d x 30" h P2AOCFS

End Table

25.75" diameter x 25.75" h P2AOETS

Hall Chest

39.5" w x 15.75" d x 36.25" h P2AOHHS

your style your way 
Craft a custom design that tells your style story.
This collection is available in special-order finishes, 
details below.  

Ask in store or call 866.427.4287
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Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through 
interior structures and into desired space before purchase.

Round Coffee Table  |       39.5" diameter x 19" h  |       48.25” diameter x 19” h

Rectangular Coffee Table  |  53" w x 29" d x 19" h

Console Table  |  71” w x 18” d x 30” h

End Table  |  25.75” diameter x 25.75” h

Hall Chest   |  39.5” w x 15.75” d x 36.25” h

*Artisan Finishes: Due to the labor intensive process of creating 
these finishes, there will be an increase in price.

available by special order

Rubbed
Black

Antique 
Camel

Solid 
Black

EspressoCantina 
Bassano

Old English 
Walnut

Rubbed
Ivory

*Fontaine 
Blue

*Worn 
Black

Verona Noceto

Rubbed
Black

Antique 
Camel

Solid 
Black

EspressoCantina 
Bassano

Old English 
Walnut

Rubbed
Ivory

*Fontaine 
Blue

*Worn 
Black

Verona Noceto

Rubbed
Black

Antique 
Camel

Solid 
Black

EspressoCantina 
Bassano

Old English 
Walnut

Rubbed
Ivory

*Fontaine 
Blue

*Worn 
Black

Verona Noceto

Rubbed
Black

Antique 
Camel

Solid 
Black

EspressoCantina 
Bassano

Old English 
Walnut

Rubbed
Ivory

*Fontaine 
Blue

*Worn 
Black

Verona Noceto

Rubbed
Black

Solid 
Black

EspressoCantina 
Bassano

Old English 
Walnut

Rubbed
Ivory

*Fontaine 
Blue

*Worn 
Black

Noceto
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Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through 
interior structures and into desired space before purchase.

before we can place your order, we need to make sure that you agree with the following statements.

please initial each box below to indicate your agreement. 

Please sign below to acknowledge your understanding and agreement. 

customer name:

customer signature:

order no.: date:

I understand that if I cancel this order at any time I forfeit my delivery fee and 50% of the item purchase price.

u

I understand that my selections are special order and will take up to 16 weeks for production. 

Please allow additional time for delivery.

u

I have selected the above specifications for my order. Images are shown to indicate general color tones but 

should not be used for color matching.

u

design consultants: please email this form to specialorder@arhaus.com

I’ve measured my doorways, stairways and entryways to make sure my furniture can be 

placed in the appropriate room.

u
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Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

arielle

thousands of years in the making
Authentic natural wonders, our Arielle occasional tables are artfully crafted by Filipino artisans from fossilized clam shells found in ancient 
tropical oceans. Every shell slice is hand-selected for its unique color and texture. Smooth finishes are buffed and polished to celebrate the 
materials’ natural colors, patterns, and textures, resulting in absolutely stunning one-of-a-kind surfaces.

product details
 � Arielle tables are handcrafted by Filipino artisans from hand-selected 
fossilized clam shell veneers, wrought iron, and engineered hardwood. 

 � Collected from a remote mountainous area in the Central Phillipines, 
these fossilized clams lived over 40 million years ago in ancient tropical 
oceans. 

 � Hand-picked materials are sustainably sourced without negative 
impact on the environment in compliance with Philippine Environmental 
Regulations.

 � Clam shell veneers are inset into an engineered hardwood then buffed 
and polished by hand to accentuate their natural colors, patterns, and 
textures—resulting in a stunning one-of-a-kind surface.

 � Wrought iron table bases are finished, buffed, and polished by hand to 
accentuate the accompanying tabletops.

 � Due to the nature of the materials used and the artisan-crafted finishes 
applied to our collections, some features may vary in color, pattern, and 
texture, making each piece unique.

 � Furnishings may display small splits, joint lines, or other natural features. 
These markings are normal and will not affect the performance of your 
piece.

 � Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any 
Arhaus Design Consultant for care recommendations.

Nesting Tables 
16" diameter x 21.5" h; 20" diameter x 24" h 
35ARIELTBL

arielle  |  occasional collection  |  made in the Philippines

Coffee Table 
42" diameter x 17" h 
35ARIELCOF

Console Table 
60” w x 15” d x 31” h 
35ARIELCON
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ELEVATED AND MODERN
our Aviana Occasional tables are simply elegant with artisan-crafted white marble surfaces carefully finished to enhance their naturally beauty. 

Sleek and subtle white marble features varying white and grey tones and vein patterns resulting from natural mineral deposits, making each piece 

truly unique—adding quality and character without affecting performance.

M A R B L E  P L I N T H  E N D 
TA B L E
24” w x 24” d x 23” h

35AVIEND

S Q U A R E  M A R B L E  P L I N T H 
C O F F E E  TA B L E
38” w x 38” d x 14.75”

35AVISQCOF

R E C TA N G U L A R  M A R B L E  P L I N T H 
C O F F E E  TA B L E
68” w x 38” d x 15” h

35AVIRECTCOF

+ Artisan-crafted Aviana occasional tables are made from white marble
reinforced with engineered hardwood.

+ Occasional table bases are handmade from solid rubberwood.

+ Coffee tables feature castors to allow for easy movement.

+ Natural marble and hand-finished wood may vary in color, pattern, shape,
and color, making each piece truly unique.

+ Stone pieces may display natural mineral deposits, swirling, joint lines,

veining, or other features that will add character to your piece without 
affecting its quality or performance.

+ Marble Plinth End Table weighs 143.3 lbs.

+ Square Marble Plinth Coffee Table weighs 194 lbs.

+ Rectangular Marble Plinth Coffee Table weighs 324 lbs.

+ Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any
Arhaus Design Consultant for care recommendations.

PRODUCT DETAILS

A V I A N A
OCCASIONAL COLLECTION  |   MADE IN VIETNAM

Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.
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qtydescriptioncode
Hardware Check List

QtyComponentsCode

Parts Check List

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
MARBLE PLINTH RECTANGLE COFFEE TABLE

- PLEASE DO NOT DISCARD ANY OF THE PACKAGING UNTIL YOU
HAVE CHECKED ALL THE PARTS AND THE  PACKS OF HARDWARE.
- BEFORE YOU BEGIN TO ASSEMBLE YOUR NEW PIECE OF
FURNITURE, PLEASE CHECK TO ENSURE THAT ALL PARTS HAVE
BEEN SUPPLIED.
- FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS CLOSELY AS DEVIATION FROM THEM
MAY VOID YOUR WARRANTY AND PRESENT A POSSIBLE SAFETY
RISK.
- IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT ASSEMBLY IS DONE ON A SOFT
SURFACE LIKE CARPET TO AVOID ANY DAMAGE.
- PERIODICALLY CHECK AND RE-TIGHTEN ANY FASTENERS. WIPE
DOWN ALL SURFACES WEEKLY WITH A CLEAN CLOTH. DO NOT
CLEAN ANY SURFACES WITH HARSH ABRASIVES OR CHEMICALS.

B

x01BODYA

RUBBER STOPPER x04

1.

A

B

x4

B

Please use stopper to keep your furniture in
place and protect your flooring
including hardwood, ceramic, tile, etc.
Carefully slide the cups underneath
the caster and let the casters do
what they are designed to do. A

≈515

≈1170
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qtydescriptioncode
Hardware Check List

QtyComponentsCode

Parts Check List

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
MARBLE PLINTH SQUARE COFFEE TABLE

- PLEASE DO NOT DISCARD ANY OF THE PACKAGING UNTIL YOU
HAVE CHECKED ALL THE PARTS AND THE  PACKS OF HARDWARE.
- BEFORE YOU BEGIN TO ASSEMBLE YOUR NEW PIECE OF
FURNITURE, PLEASE CHECK TO ENSURE THAT ALL PARTS HAVE
BEEN SUPPLIED.
- FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS CLOSELY AS DEVIATION FROM THEM
MAY VOID YOUR WARRANTY AND PRESENT A POSSIBLE SAFETY
RISK.
- IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT ASSEMBLY IS DONE ON A SOFT
SURFACE LIKE CARPET TO AVOID ANY DAMAGE.
- PERIODICALLY CHECK AND RE-TIGHTEN ANY FASTENERS. WIPE
DOWN ALL SURFACES WEEKLY WITH A CLEAN CLOTH. DO NOT
CLEAN ANY SURFACES WITH HARSH ABRASIVES OR CHEMICALS.

B

x01BODYA

RUBBER STOPPER x04

1.

A

B

x4

≈500

≈405

A

B

Team lifting is required
Please use stopper to keep your furniture in
place and protect your flooring
including hardwood, ceramic, tile, etc.
Carefully slide the cups underneath
the caster and let the casters do
what they are designed to do.
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CATEGORY SKU DESCRIPTION STATUS COLLECTION ROUTE
OCCASIONAL 91AVIANASTOPPER AVIANA RUBBER STOPPER

     MABEPLINTHSQRCF/MABEPLINTHRECC
A PT-AVIANA PART

OCCASIONAL PARTS SKUS
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CHIC IN ANY SETTING
Versatile décor accents and functional complements to any seating arrangement, our stunning Beaufort Martini Tables can be placed anywhere. 

Featuring chic white or black marble tabletops, these pieces showcase the stone’s natural texture, tone, and veining. Cast aluminum table bases 

feature a sophisticated graphite or antique brass finish, complementing the tabletops with darker, contrasting tones.

M A R T I N I  TA B L E
14” diameter x 21.5” h

White Marble/Graphite  35BEAUTBL
Black Marble/Antique Brass 35BEAUBRSTBL

+ Beaufort tabletops are crafted by Indian artisans from white or black
marble. Table bases are made from cast aluminum.

+ Table bases are finished with a silver graphite or antique brass patina to
complement the marble tops with darker, contrasting tones.

+ This collection is artisan-crafted from natural materials with hand-applied

finishes. Individual pieces may vary in color, pattern, shape, and texture, 
making each truly unique

+ Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any
Arhaus Design Consultant for care recommendations.

PRODUCT DETAILS

B E A U F O R T
OCCASIONAL COLLECTION  |   MADE IN INDIA

Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.
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bertogne  |  occasional collection  |  made in Asia Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

bertogne

spanning the style spectrum
Our versatile Bertogne Collection features hand-carved solid oak surfaces that are hand-rubbed with a beautiful, warm-toned stains for rich, luxurious color.  
Modern in shape and finish, these occasional tables find themselves at home in both traditional and more contemporary settings. Offered in a variety of 
shapes and sizes to mix and match.

product details
� Hand-carved by expert furniture craftsman, this collection is

made from solid oak wood.

� Wood frames are reinforced with traditional techniques including
dovetail and mortise-and-tenon joinery for superior structural
reliability.

� Wood surfaces are hand-finished in warm-toned stains and
coated in durable lacquer to guard against daily use.

� Natural wood may display small splits, knots, or other organic
features that will add character to your piece without affecting its
quality or performance.

� Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to
any Arhaus Design Consultant for care recommendations.

60" Coffee Table 
60" w x 31.5" d x 15.75" h 
Bertogne Brown   35BER60COF2
Ebony 35BEREB60COF2

71" Coffee Table 
71" w x 31.5" d x 15.75" h 
Bertogne Brown  35BERCOFLG2
Ebony 35BEREB71COF2

Finish: 
Bertogne 
Brown

Finish: 
Ebony

Round Coffee Table  
42” diameter x 15.75” h 
Bertogne Brown   35BERCOFLG2
Ebony 35BEREBRNCOF2

End Table with Shelf 
38” w x 24” d x 22” h 
Bertogne Brown    35BERLEND2
Ebony 35BEREBLEND2

End Table 
23.75" w x 23.75" d x 23.75" h 
Bertogne Brown   35BEREND2 
Ebony 35BEREBEND2

Console Table  
63" w x 16" d x 32.75" h 
Bertogne Brown   35BERCON2
Ebony 35BEREBCON2
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CATEGORY SKU DESCRIPTION STATUS COLLECTION ROUTE
OCCASIONAL 91BERTOGNEFT BERTOGNE END FOOT PAD

     FOOT PAD
A PT-BERTOGN PART

OCCASIONAL PARTS SKUS
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birch |  occasional collection  |  made in China Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

birch

realistically cast 
by artisans to recreate the shape and texture of natural birch wood, this stunning stool is made from cement and meticulously detailed by 
hand. Painted finishes are designed with natural highlights and shadows to resemble organic tree bark—making this seat a perfect addition 
to any outdoor gathering space.

product details
 u Cast from cement to recreate the shape and texture of natural birch 
wood.

 u Hand-painted finishes are designed to resemble organic tree bark.

 u This collection is artisan-crafted with hand-applied finishes. Individual 
pieces may vary in color, pattern, shape, and texture, making each 
truly unique.

 u Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any 
Arhaus Design Consultant for care recommendations.

Cement Stool
15” diameter x 21” h
35BIRCHSTOOL
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REFINED YET RUSTIC
Featur ing bold,  min imal is t  s i lhouet tes,  our  Bodhi  Col lect ion is  a new take on rust ic that  honors the beauty of  s imple 

const ruct ion and emphasizes the gorgeous gra in of  natura l  whi te oak.  Each p iece is  carefu l ly  bu i l t  by craf tsmen and 

hand-f in ished—wire brushed and sanded before a s ix-step appl icat ion of  s ta in,  g laze,  sea ler,  and lacquer to ach ieve an 

e legant ,  “organ ica l ly  aged” pat ina.

C O F F E E  TA B L E
62” w x 42” d x 17” h

Salvaged Grey 35BODHIGRCOF
Ebony 35BODHIEBCOF

Salvaged 
Grey

Ebony

F I N I S H E S :

 + Craftsman-built tables are constructed from solid white oak and white oak 
veneers.

 + Indonesian artisans use wood certified by the Forest Stewardship Council.

 + Finishes are artfully applied by hand. Wood surfaces are wire-brushed and 
sanded before staining.

 + Finished wood surfaces are sealed and lacquered for added protection 
and a subtle satin sheen.

 + Hardware is made from solid brass, finished to complement the oak 
wood’s natural tones.

 + This collection is artisan-crafted from natural materials with hand-applied 
finishes. Individual pieces may vary in color, pattern, shape, and texture, 
making each truly unique.

 + Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any 
Arhaus Design Consultant for care recommendations.

PRODUCT DETAILS

B O D H I
OCCASIONAL COLLECTION  |   MADE IN INDONESIA

C O N S O L E  TA B L E
60” w x 16” d x 32” h
Salvaged Grey 35BODHIGRCON
Ebony 35BODHIEBCON

Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.
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bone-inlay  |  occasional collection  |  made in India

bone-inlay

we travel the world to bring you treasures 
Handcrafted in Jodhpur, India by Jain craftsman, our Bone-Inlayed Occasional Tables are a testament to dedicated workmanship and 
sacred artistry. Each bone in these intricate surfaces is ethically sourced from naturally deceased, sacred cows and camels, which roam 
the streets and countryside of India. Each artisan who crafts these tables walks a path of non-violence towards all living beings, respectfully 
creating each motif without conflict, accentuating the materials’ natural beauty.

product details
 u Bone inlay is used to create each piece’s intricate motif.

 u Bone-inlay furniture is handcrafted by Jain artisans in Jodhpur, 
India.

 u Materials are ethically sourced from sacred cows and camels 
that have died a natural death.

 u Artisans are non-violent, strict vegetarians and construct each 
piece without conflict.

 u Due to their handmade nature, color and texture may vary from 
piece to piece.

Side Table 
24" diameter x 24" h 
35BONE24SD

End Table 
18" diameter x 22" h 
35MOR18END

Console 
41" w x 18" d x 32" h 
35MORCON

Stool 
28" w x 15" d x 22" h 
35MORSTOOL

Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.
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35BONE24SD 
Parts Enclosed: 

Top Base 

Steps to Assemble: 

Place the top (Part A) facing upward on the Base (Part B) 
as shown below. 

Final Product 

ARHAUS
your home 

Important Safety Instructions:
1. Please pull out the contents separately

from the cartons to avoid any breakage.

Warnings:
1. Keep away from children while

assembling the Table.

Care Instructions:
1. Wipe clean with a soft, lightly damped,

lint free cloth. Finish with a dry cloth.
2. Do not use any chemical cleaners or

abrasive cleaners on this product.

Part A Part B 

Step 1 Step 2 
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boracay  |  occasional collection  |  made in the Philippines Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

boracay

a dramatic showstopper thousands of years in the making.
Boracay occasional tables are meticulously crafted by Filipino artisans from rare century marble, grey marble, or petrified wood veneers. These highly valued 
materials develop unique patterns and natural coloring over centuries in remote regions of the volcanic Philippine archipelago. Our artisans select each piece 
by hand, shape and polish every tile, and place them, one-by-one into our mosaic tabletops. Completed surfaces are lacquered for added protection and 
paired with complementing metal bases to bring true natural wonder to your space.

product details
u Century Marble tabletops are crafted using century marble veneers. Highly 

valued for its contrasting, golden mineral streaks and veins, this ivory-
colored marble is the result of an uncommon geological occurrence, in which 
tremendous pressure fractures the rock, allowing other minerals to fill the 
resulting voids.

u Petrified Wood tabletops are crafted using petrified wood veneers cut from 
lengths of fossilized trees, which were buried under layers of mud and ash for 
untold years. Each stone slice boasts shades of brown and black accentuated 
by the wood’s natural grain.

u Grey Marble tabletops are crafted using grey marble veneers. Featuring natural 
variances in color, shape, pattern, and texture with unpredictable veining and 
mineral streaks that add character and one-of-a-kind history to each piece.

u Hand-picked materials are sustainably sourced in compliance with Philippine 
Environmental Regulations.

u Tabletops are hand-finished, buffed, and polished to accentuate the materials’ 
natural colors, patterns, and textures.

u Metal table bases are finished, buffed, and polished by hand to accentuate the 
accompanying tabletops.

u This collection is artisan-crafted from natural materials with hand-applied 
finishes. Individual pieces may vary in color, pattern, shape, and texture, making 
each truly unique.

u Stone pieces may display natural mineral deposits, swirling, joint lines, veining, 
or other features that will add character to your piece without affecting its quality 
or performance.

u Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any Arhaus 
Design Consultant for care recommendations

42” Coffee Table 
42” diameter x 19” h 
Century Marble 35BORA42COF 
Petrified Wood 35BORNA42COF 
Grey Marble 35BORA42GRCF

36” Coffee Table 
36” diameter x 19” h 
Century Marble 35BORA36COF 
Petrified Wood 35BORNA36COF 
Grey Marble 35BORA36GRCF

Console Table 
60” w x 15” d x 31” h 
Century Marble 35BORACON 
Petrified Wood 35BORANACON Grey 
Marble 35BORAGRCON

Rectangle Coffee Table
48” w x 32” d x 19” h
Century Marble  35BORA48COF 
Petrified Wood 35BORNA48COF 
Grey Marble 35BORA48GRCF

Tabletops

Century 
Marble

Petrified 
Wood

Gray Marble
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boracay  |  occasional collection  |  made in the Philippines Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

22” End Table 
24” w x 20” d x 22.5” h 
Grey Marble 35BORGRCTBL 
Century Marble 35BORACTBL 
Petrified Wood 35BORNACTBL 

End Table 
24” diameter x 24” h 
Century Marble 35BORAEND 
Petrified Wood 35BORNAEND 
Grey Marble 35BORAGREND
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Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through 
interior structures and into desired space before purchase.

calderone

a simply chic silhouette
Handcrafted in India from solid, sustainably harvested mango wood, our Calderone End Table brings an unforgettable, modern aesthetic 
to any seating arrangement or living space. Uniquely shaped and featuring a matte black finish, Calderone is thoughtfully designed for both 
form and function.

End Table 
26” diameter x 23” h 
35CALDEREND

calderone  |  end table  |  made in India

product details
 � Crafted from solid, sustainably harvested mango wood.

 � Features a matte black finish.

 � Sealed with a matte lacquer finish for extra protection.

 � Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to 
any Arhaus Design Consultant for care recommendations.
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Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

carrinna

organically inspired accent tables
Expertly crafted from Mexican palografico wood or guanacaste wood, our show-stopping Carrinna Occasional Tables are made from sustainably 
sourced lumber that features unique, natural coloring and organic variations in grain pattern. Veneers used to form each surface feature gorgeous 
patinas created by natural discoloration and weathering. Tabletops are carefully shaped by Mexican artisans, who give each piece its sophisticated, 
faceted design—showing-off both the character of the wood. Contemporary tripod table bases are made from steel with gorgeous satin gunmetal 
finishes to complement the tops’ natural beauty.

product details
 u Artisan-crafted tabletops are built from exotic Mexican palografico or 

guanacaste wood, showcasing stunning organic grain patterns and unique 
color variations caused by natural discoloration.

 u Tabletops are made from patchwork veneers shaped by artisans into 
stunning, faceted surfaces finished with a semi-matte lacquer for added 
protection.

 u Tripod table bases are built from steel finished with a gorgeous satin, 
gunmetal patina.

 u Our wood furnishings are artisan-crafted using sustainably sourced materials 
from around the world, and the majority of our wood finishes are applied by 
hand. Due to this, individual pieces may vary in color, pattern, shape, and 
texture, making each piece truly unique.

 u Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any Arhaus 
Design Consultant for care recommendations.

Rectangular Coffee Table 
56” w x 34” d x 17.5” h
Palografico  35CARRICOF
Guanacaste Oscuro 35CARRIOSCOF

End Table 
24" w x 20" d x 24" h 
Palografico  35CARRIEND
Guanacaste Oscuro 353899CEEND

carrinna  |  occasional collection  |  made in Mexico

Round Coffee Table 
44” diameter x 17.5” h
Palografico  35CARRIEND
Guanacaste Oscuro 35CARRIOSEND

Large End Table 
38” w x 26” d x 24” 
Palografico  35CARRILGEND
Guanacaste Oscuro 35CAROSLGEND

Console Table 
62” w x 18.5” d x 31.5” h
Palografico  35CARRICON
Guanacaste Oscuro 353899CECON

Finishes:

Guanacaste 
Oscuro

Palografico
Additional dimensions
Weighs 43.21 lbs.
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CATEGORY SKU DESCRIPTION STATUS COLLECTION ROUTE
OCCASIONAL 91CARRICONBS CARRINNA CONSOLE BASE

     BASE
A PT-CARRINN PART

OCCASIONAL 91CARENDLEV CARRINNA LEVELER
     ALL CARRINNA

A PT-CARRINN PART

OCCASIONAL PARTS SKUS
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AN ELEGANTLY MODERN ACCENT FOR ANY LIVING SPACE 
our Caseti Martini table is crafted by Indian artisans from brass and iron with an antiqued and polished finish. A wide tabletop is complemented by 

a sturdy table base that showcases stunning white Banswara marble

C A S E T I
OCCASIONAL COLLECTION  |   MADE IN INDIA

Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

 + Martini Table made from brass and iron features an antiqued and polished 
finish.

 + Table bases feature white Banswara marble.

 + Finished surfaces are coated with lacquer for added protection and a 
subtle sheen.

 + Weighs 30 lbs. 

 + Natural Banswara marble displays varying mineral deposits, veining, and 
other features that add unique character to each piece without affecting 
its quality or performance.

 + Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any 
Arhaus Design Consultant for care recommendations. 

PRODUCT DETAILS

M A R T I N I  TA B L E
14” diameter x 24” h

35CASETIEND
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Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through 
interior structures and into desired space before purchase.

chinoiserie

hand-sculpted seating
Inspired by Chinese ginger jars decorated with popular chinoisiere motifs, this artisan-crafted stoneware stool features a classically elegant, 
stamped, blue and white finish that will accentuate any seating arrangement and add a unique element to your décor. Coated with a glazed 
finish for added protection, this unique piece will elevate your living room while practically providing an extra stylish seat.

Chinoiserie Stool 
10.75” diameter x 16” h 
35CHINOIMART

chinoiserie  |  occasional collection  |  made in China

product details
 � Artisan-crafted stool made from hand-sculpted stoneware.

 � Elegantly hand-painted, with a classic blue and white motif coated
with a glazed finish for added protection.

 � Weighs 12.35 lbs.

 � Keep your décor looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any 
Arhaus Design Consultant for care recommendations.
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page 1

All dimensions can vary slightly due to the hand-built nature of our furniture.

NATURAL WOOD
Each piece will have slightly different 
shading and grain patterns, and due to 
the nature of a multi-layered finish that is 
hand-applied by our craftsmen, there will 
be variation from piece to piece. Some 
small splits may occur, but will only add 
to the character. Knots and joint lines 
are a natural property and add interest 
without affecting performance. All 
natural wood will display movement from 
season to season because of changes in 
temperature and humidity.

HANDCRAFTED QUALITY
Arhaus furniture is made with great care 
and attention to detail. Our collections 
are distinctive and designed to bring 
pleasure to you in your home for years to 
come. Each piece is handcrafted, made 
using traditional skills and techniques, 
and hand-painted, distressed and 
finished to ensure each item becomes an 
heirloom in your home.

RENEWABLE RESOURCES
Arhaus is unique in its commitment 
to preserving natural resources. Our 
Corporate Rainforest Policy states that 
we will not sell merchandise made of 
timber from the world’s endangered 
rainforests. In all cases, the wood we use 
was harvested from renewable resources.

Petrified wood is the result of a tree having 
turned completely to stone.
It is a fossil in which the organic remains have been replaced 
by minerals. Our Clayhill collection, with its bold boulder-like 
shape, speaks volumes as a statement piece in your home. It is 

lightweight, naturally resistant to weathering, and features hues 
of natural brown and black. 

CLAYHILL
occasional collection

made in PHILIPPINES

page 1
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CLAYHILL page 2

 u Use coasters, trivets and felt pads under objects to preserve the 
finish of this piece.

 u Never place hot dishes on this tabletop; we recommend the use 
of felt-backed tablemats.

 u Do not use care products that contain ammonia or silicone as 
this will cut through the lacquer finish over time and damage 
your piece.

 u Prolonged use of hot electrical equipment on top of furniture 
may also cause scorching.

 u Always avoid exposure to direct sunlight or heat (e.g. by 
placing it in front of a radiator) as this can cause cracking and 
potential fading of the wood; a minimum 30cm clearance from 
heat sources is advised. 

 u Do not drag piece(s) across the floor as this will cause damage 
or weaken joints. 

 u Dropping furniture onto corners or feet will cause damage. 

 u Toys, buckles and heels will scratch furnishings—try to prevent 
these objects from coming into contact with your piece(s)

product details
 u Petrified wood is naturally resistant to weathering.

 u Features hues of natural brown and black. 

 u Because this is a product of nature, the color, size and shape 
will vary from tabletop to tabletop. 

 u Variations in pattern, sheen and evenness are to be expected. 

 u The tabletop is inlaid with ¼”-thick sliced Philippine Petrified 
Wood in varying colors to a resin base with an all-weather 
epoxy. The petrified wood is buffed and polished to bring out its 
natural sheen.

 u The resin base is hand-painted to complete the look.

recommended care
 u Spills should be removed immediately with a damp cloth.

 u Clean with a damp cloth and non-acidic cleaner. Buff with a 
dry cotton cloth. 

 u Dust wood with a soft, dry cloth and buff periodically using a 
non-wax furniture polish such as Guardsman® Wood Polish.

End Tables 

Coffee Table 35CLAY44COF 
44" w x 30" d x 17" h

20" End Table 35CLAY20END 
15" diameter x 20" h

23" End Table 35CLAY23END 
15" diameter x 23" h

26" End Table 35CLAY26END 
15" diameter x 26" h

Coffee Table
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UNIQUE CONTEMPORARY CRAFTSMANSHIP
Our Cordelia Collection is a true work of art, blending inspirations of art deco and Hollywood regency designs with the neo-futuristic styles of the 

1970s. Stunning, sleek surfaces crafted by Indonesian artisans are pieced together from hand-laid oak burl veneers, like puzzle pieces stained 

with rich finishes that accentuate every natural detail. Varying natural wood tones and organic grain patterns ensure that no two pieces appear 

exactly alike. And, cast aluminum is smoothly contoured to match—finished in rich antiqued tones and coated with lacquer for a smooth, clean-

lined aesthetic. 

C O F F E E  TA B L E
58” w x 30” d x 17” h

35CORDELIACF

 + Handcrafted by Indonesian artisans, our Cordelia Collection is made with 
burl veneers hand-placed one at a time onto every surface.

 + Occasional Tables are crafted with oak burl veneers complemented by 
Antique Brass-finished aluminum.

 + Wood surfaces are hand-stained with a rich, natural brown finish 
designed to enhance the oak burl’s organic features—and showcase its 
unique colors and grain patterns.

 + Finished surfaces are sealed, toned, and coated with a lacquer top coat 
for added protection and a subtle sheen.

 + Cast aluminum is finished with a warm, antiqued tone and coated with 
lacquer for added protection.

 + Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any 
Arhaus Design Consultant for care recommendations.

PRODUCT DETAILS

C O R D E L I A
OCCASIONAL COLLECTION  |   MADE IN INDONESIA

Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.
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Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through 
interior structures and into desired space before purchase.

cosmati

hand-sculpted seating
Inspired by cosmati-style radial tile patterns, our artisan-sculpted Cosmati stool, features a classically elegant, stamped, blue and white 
finish that will accentuate any seating arrangement and add a unique element to your décor. Coated with a glazed finish for added 
protection, this unique piece will elevate your living room while practically providing an extra stylish seat.

Cosmati Stool 
15.25” diameter x 19.5” h 
35COSMATMART

cosmati  |  occassional collection  |  made in China

product details
 � Artisan-crafted stool made from hand-sculpted stoneware.

 � Elegantly decorated with a classic, stamped, blue and white motif
coated with a glazed finish for added protection.

 � Weighs 22 lbs.

 � Keep your décor looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any 
Arhaus Design Consultant for care recommendations.
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Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through 
interior structures and into desired space before purchase.

danyon

functional and modern style that moves
Topped with natural marble from the volcanic islands of Indonesia, no two pieces from our Danyon Occasional Table Collection are alike. Distinct variations 

in the marble’s veins, flecks, and natural grey tones make each piece a true work of art. Danyon’s solid wood bases are made from sustainably sourced 

American oak featuring a natural, subtly distressed finish. Hidden casters on Danyon Cubes let these pieces move with ease, giving them the flexibility to 

work in any situation. Group cubes together to create a table or spread them out for flexible seating. 

Finish: 
Natural

Finish: 
Cinder

Coffee Table 
57” w x 32.25” d x 16.5” h 
Natural 35DANNTRECCF 
Cinder 35DANCNRECCF

End Table 
36.25” w x 15.75” d x 22.5” h 
Natural 35DANNATEND 
Cinder 35DANCINEND

Console Table 
62.25” w x 17” d x 31.5” h 
Natural 35DANNATCON 
Cinder 35DANCINCON

Cube 
19” w x 19” d x 16.5” h 
Natural 35DANNATCUBE 
Cinder 35DANCINCUBE

danyon  |  occasional collection  |  made in Indonesia

product details
 � Handcrafted by Indonesian artisans.

 � The tops of Danyon pieces are crafted from natural marble from the 
volcanic islands of Indonesia. Distinct variations in the marble’s veins, 
flecks, and grey tones mean no two Danyon pieces are exactly alike.

 � The tops of Danyon Coffee Tables feature four marble tiles inlaid 
together.

 � The tops of Danyon Consoles feature three marble tiles inlaid together.

 � Wood-plank table bases are made from solid American oak and 
oak veneers—sustainably sourced in strict adherence with global 
environmental policies.

 � Consoles and Coffee Tables feature a dowel construction, and a shelf 
made from oak veneer and engineered hardwood.

 � Hand-finished wood is sanded, stained, and coated with glaze to 
reproduce a naturally distressed finish. 

 � Finished surfaces are treated with matte lacquer for added protection.

 � Danyon Cubes feature hidden casters for easy movement.

 � This collection is artisan-crafted from natural materials with hand-
applied finishes. Individual pieces may vary in color, pattern, shape, and 
texture, making each truly unique.

 � Natural wood may display small splits, knots, joint lines, or other organic 
features that will add character to your piece without affecting its quality 
or performance.

 � Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any 
Arhaus Design Consultant for care recommendations.
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drum  |  occasional collection  |  made in India Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

drum

to the beat of the drum
Artisans in India hand-pound our Drum End Tables’ drums using an age-old technique to create a contemporary textural element. Right at 
home next to any sofa or chair, yet flexible enough to place just about anywhere, their functional designs allow them to be used as small 
end tables or stools. The perfect mix of materials, texture and shape hits all the right style notes. 

product details
 u Drum shaped from artisan-cast aluminum with a hand-pounded and 

antiqued metallic finish.

 u Contemporary lines and modern shape fits many home styles.

 u Flexible design allows for use as table, stool or ottoman.

 u Made in India.

Drum End Table 
11" diameter x 18.75" h 
Brass 35BRASSDRM
Silver 35SLVRDRUM
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FEATURING A SIMPLE YET ELEGANT DESIGN
our Edlyn Occasional collection is hand-built by Indonesian artisans to elevate your living space. Solid mindi wood is accented by hand-carved 

detailing and antiqued brass hardware. Rich, hand-applied finishes are layered with tone, glaze and lacquer to create a classic, versatile aesthetic.

5 6 ”  C O F F E E  TA B L E
56” w x 32” d x 16.5” h

Ristretto 35EDLYNRSMCF
Boulder Grey 35EDLYNBGSMCF

6 3 ”  C O F F E E  TA B L E
63.5” w x 43.5” d x 16.5” h

Ristretto 35EDLYNRLGCF
Boulder Grey 35EDLYNBGLGCF

C O N S O L E
75.5” w x 20” d x 32” h

Ristretto 35EDLYNRLGCN
Boulder Grey 35EDLYNBGLGCN

E N D  TA B L E
28” w x 28” d x 24” h

Ristretto 35EDLYNREND
Boulder Grey 35EDLYNBGEND

Ristretto

Boulder 
Grey

image not 
available

F I N I S H E S :

 + This craftsman-built collection is made by Indonesian artisans from solid 
mindi wood.

 + Hand-applied finishes layer toner and glaze to create chic, subtly 
distressed surfaces. A top coat of clear lacquer adds protection and a 
subtle sheen.

 + Console and End Table feature two drawers with soft-close glides.

 + Coffee Tables feature two soft-close drawers complemented by two false 
drawers on the opposite side.

 + Brass hardware features an antiqued finish to complement drawers and 
wood frames.

 + This collection is artisan-crafted from natural materials with hand-applied 
finishes. Individual pieces may vary in color, pattern, shape, and texture, 
making each truly unique.

 + Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any 
Arhaus Design Consultant for care recommendations.

PRODUCT DETAILS

E D LY N
OCCASIONAL COLLECTION  |   MADE IN INDONESIA

Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.
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enzo  |  occasional collection  |  made in China Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

enzo

naturally modern
Showcasing the one-of-a-kind elegance of natural, hand-cut bluestone or white marble tabletops, our Enzo occasional table collection features a sleek 
and modern style. Chic, transitional tulip-style table bases made from forged iron complement polished stone surfaces, creating a refined aesthetic that will 
elevate any formal or casual living space.

product details
 u Craftsman-built tabletops are handcrafted from elegant bluestone or white marble 

supported by solid oak.

 u Finished stone surfaces are polished to accentuate natural mineral deposits, 

swirling, joint lines, veining, and other natural features, which add character to each 

piece without affecting quality or performance.

 u Solid oak wood under stone surfaces is distressed and finished in a 

complementary tone before being sanded, lacquered, and waxed for added 

protection and subtle sheen.

 u Tulip-style table bases are made from forged iron with a lacquered finish, creating a 

sleek, modern aesthetic.

 u Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any Arhaus 

Design Consultant for care recommendations.

End Table 
22" diameter x 23.5" h
White Marble 35ENENDMARKT
Bluestone  35ENENDBLUKT

48" Round Coffee Table 
48" diameter x 17.25" h
White Marble 35EN48MARKT
Bluestone  35EN48BLUKT

51" Oval Coffee Table 
51" w x 31.5" d x 17" h
White Marble 35ENOVMARKT
Bluestone  35ENOVBLUKT
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CATEGORY SKU DESCRIPTION STATUS COLLECTION ROUTE
OCCASIONAL 91EN48WHLEV ENZO 48" WHT LEVELER

     LEVELER
A PT-ENZO PART

OCCASIONAL 91ENOVWHHDW ENZO ASSEMBLY HDW
     ALL COLORS

A PT-ENZO PART

OCCASIONAL 91EN48BLHDW ENZO ASSEMBLY HDW
     ALL COLORS

A PT-ENZO PART

OCCASIONAL 91ENENWHHDW ENZO ASSEMBLY HDW DISC
     USE 91EN48BLHDW

A PT-ENZO PART

OCCASIONAL 91ENENBLLEV ENZO END BLU LEVELER
     LEVELER

A PT-ENZO PART

OCCASIONAL 91ENOVWHLEV ENZO LEVELER
     LEVELER

A PT-ENZO PART

OCCASIONAL 91ENOVBLLEV ENZO OVAL BLU LEVELER
     LEVELER

A PT-ENZO PART

OCCASIONAL PARTS SKUS
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Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through 
interior structures and into desired space before purchase.

fin

inspired by you 
and your favorite treasures, we crafted Finn to function as decorative storage and décor showcase. Featuring glass-panel tabletops, this artfully designed coffee 
table can hold and display accents to complement your space and keep conversation pieces in the middle of your living room. Tabletops are built from solid oak, 
featuring convenient drawers and a richly painted ebony finish. Complementing table bases and hardware are made from chic black iron.

 � Coffee tables are craftsman-built from solid oak, featuring a 
painted ebony finish.

 � Glass-panel tabletops and drawers create unexpected
displays, while providing convenient storage.

 � Finished oak surfaces are sanded, waxed, and polished for
added protection and subtle sheen.

 � Complementing table bases and hardware are made from
solid, black iron.

 � Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak
to any Arhaus Design Consultant for care recommendations.

product details

fin  |  occasional collection  |  made in China

Coffee Table 
63" w x 27.75" d x 15.75" h
35CURCOF
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CATEGORY SKU DESCRIPTION STATUS COLLECTION ROUTE
OCCASIONAL 91FINNCOFFTCP FINN COFFEE FOOT CAPS

     FOOT CAPS
A PT-FINN PART

OCCASIONAL 91FINNCOFLAT FINN COFFEE LATCHES
     LATCHES

A PT-FINN PART

OCCASIONAL 91FINNLGPULL FINN COFFEE PULL LARGE
     LARGE PULL (CENTER DRW)

A PT-FINN PART

OCCASIONAL 91FINNSMPULL FINN COFFEE PULL SMALL
     SMALL PULL (GLASS)

A PT-FINN PART

OCCASIONAL PARTS SKUS
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Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through 
interior structures and into desired space before purchase.

flores

truly artisanal tables
Crafted by Mexican metal artisans, our Flores Occasional Tables complement rustic surfaces with warm colors and hand-touched detailing. 
Each tabletop is carefully formed from solid panels of recycled metals that are hand-pounded onto hardwood surfaces. Copper tops are 
held over an open flame to produce unique coloring; while zinc tops are lacquered to preserve the metal’s natural tone. Table bases are 
forged from solid iron and lacquered for added protection and subtle sheen. Upon completion, each piece is stamped with a Monarch 
butterfly to signify its transformation and to honor the artisans and the village responsible for its creation.

Copper
Chocolate 
Copper

Zinc Alloy

Finishes:

product details
 � Metal tabletops are built by Mexican metal artisans from panels of 

recycled metals hand-pounded onto solid hardwood.

 � Copper tabletops are made from 100 percent recycled copper. Zinc 
Alloy tabletops are made from reclaimed zinc, tin, and aluminum.

 � Table bases are hand-forged from solid iron and coated with a 
durable lacquer for added protection.

 � Subtle antiqued patinas are added by holding each piece over an 
open flame to create unique color variations.

 � Finished surfaces are coated with multiple layers of lacquer for added 
protection and subtle sheen.

 � Upon completion, each piece is stamped with a Monarch butterfly 
to signify its transformation and honor the artisans and the village 
responsible for its creation.

 � As this collection is artisan-crafted from natural materials with hand-
applied finishes. Individual pieces may vary in color, pattern, shape, 
and texture, making each truly unique.

 � Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any 
Arhaus Design Consultant for care recommendations.

Coffee Table 
53.75" w x 29.75" d x 17.5" h 
Copper  35FLORESCOF 
Chocolate Copper 35FLOCHCOF 
Zinc Alloy  35FLOZINCOF

Console Table 
57.75" w x 17.75" d x 31.25" h 
Copper  35FLORESCON 
Chocolate Copper 35FLOCHCON 
Zinc Alloy 35FLOZINCON

Side Table 
20" w x 20" d x 23.75" h 
Copper  35FLOREEND 
Chocolate Copper 35FLOCHEND 
Zinc Alloy  35FLOZINEND

flores  |  occasional collection  |  made in Mexico

Martini Table 
12” diameter x 23” h 
Copper  35FLOCPMART 
Chocolate Copper 35FLOCHMART
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framed  |  occasional collection  |  made in Indonesia Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

framed

show-stopping accent tables
Our chic collection of Framed Occasional Tables will bring an elevated style to any living area. Sleek table frames are constructed from steel 
with a hand-rubbed antiqued brass finish, which is elegantly complemented by tempered glass tabletops. Providing interesting contrast and 
a little added warmth, floating shelves below each tabletop are surfaced with exotic eucalyptus wood veneers, which are finished by hand 
and lacquered to bring out the wood’s naturally beautiful grain. Shelves also allows for styling with books or other décor.

product details
 u Occasional table frames are built from steel with a hand-rubbed 

antiqued brass finish. 

 u Tabletops are crafted from tempered glass.

 u Floating shelves are surfaced with eucalyptus wood veneers and 
provide convenient storage or display space.

 u Wood surfaces are hand-finished and lacquered for added protection 
and a subtle sheen.

Coffee Table 
35" w x 35" d x 15" h 
35FRAMEDCF

End Table 
18" w x 18" d x 22" h 
35FRAMEDEND
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HAND-SCULPTED DÉCOR SEATING 
In the Philippines, our dedicated artisan partners craft each decorative stool using time-honored methods. Hand-thrown ceramic seats are artfully 

sculpted and hand-painted with a rustic, multilayered glazed finish designed to achieve a naturally distressed appearance. Complement any indoor 

or three-season living space with extra accent seating or convenient side tables.

G A R D E N  S T O O L S
OCCASIONAL COLLECTION  |   MADE IN THE PHILIPPINES

Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

+ Stools are hand-sculpted by Filipino artisans.

+ Hand-thrown ceramic is hand-painted with a rustic, multilayered glazed
finish.

+ Made for three-season use only. Not suitable for rain, snow, excessive
moisture, or sunlight.

+ Due to their handcrafted nature, these stools may vary in size, color,
pattern, and shape, making each truly unique.

+ Garden Stools weigh 47.74 lbs.

+ Wipe ceramic clean with a damp cloth.

PRODUCT DETAILS RECOMMENDED CARE

G A R D E N  S T O O L S
15” diameter x 20” h

Antique White 35GSANTWH
Mineral Blue 35GSTEAL
Azul 35AZULGS
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MASTERFULLY CRAFTED TO ACCENTUATE THE BEAUTY 
OF AGED MEXICAN OAK WOOD
our Gilmour Collection is simply elegant. A classic silhouette built by Mexican artisans is finished to accentuate organic variations in color and grain 

pattern found in the wood surfaces; making each individual piece truly one of a kind. Natural cracking and other organic features add character 

and rustic aesthetics to each piece without affecting its quality or performance.

C O F F E E  TA B L E
61” w x 37.5” d x 17.5” h

35GILOAKCF

+ Artisan-crafted occasional collection hand-built from solid, aged Mexican
oak wood.

+ Natural, hand-applied finishes enhance the wood’s organic variations in
color, grain pattern, shape, and texture; making each piece truly one-of-
a-kind.

+ Finished wood surfaces are coated with clear acrylic lacquer for added
protection and a subtle sheen.

+ Gilmour Occasional Tables made from natural, hand-finished wood will
display unique cracks, knots, joint lines, and other organic features;
adding character without affecting quality or performance.

+ Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any
Arhaus Design Consultant for care recommendations.

PRODUCT DETAILS

G I L M O U R
OCCASIONAL COLLECTION  |   MADE IN MEXICO

Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.
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hammered drum end table  |  occasional collection  |  made in India Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

hammered drum end table

to the beat of the drum
Artisans in India hand-pound our Hammered Drum End Table’s drum using an age-old technique to create a contemporary textural element. 
Right at home next to a sofa or chair, yet flexible enough to place just about anywhere, its functional design allows it to be used as a small 
end table or stool. The perfect mix of materials, texture and shape hits all the right style notes. 

product details
 u Drum shaped with artisan-pounded aluminum with an antiqued brass 

finish.

 u Contemporary lines and modern shape fits many home styles.

 u Flexible design allows for use as table, stool or ottoman.

 u Made in India.

Hammered Drum End Table 
11" diameter x 18.75" h 
35BRASSDRM
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All dimensions can vary slightly due to the hand built nature of our furniture.

occasional collection ASIAHOLDEN
With a distinctive bluestone top and a 100% reclaimed pine base, our Holden collection is a true reflection of natural beauty.

COLLECTION PIECES

NATURAL WOOD
Each piece will have slightly different shading and grain patterns and due to the nature of a multi-layered finish that is hand applied by our craftsmen, there will be a 
variance from piece to piece. Some small splits may occur, but will only add to the character. Knots and joint lines are a natural property and add interest but without 
affecting performance. All natural wood will display movement from season to season because of changes in temperature and humidity. 

RENEWABLE RESOURCES
Arhaus is unique in our commitment to preserving natural resources. Our Corporate Rainforest Policy states that we will not sell merchandise made of timber from 
the world’s endangered rainforests. In all cases, the wood was harvested from renewable resources.

Coffee Table 
35HOLDCFKT
32”w x 32”d x 17.5”h

Console Table 
35HOLDCNKT
55”w x 17”d x 31”h

End Table 
35HOLDENDKT
23.5”w x 23.5d x 23.5”h

FINISH
 » A carnauba wax topcoat is

applied to enhance the glow
of the old wood planks and
add extra surface protection
against spills.

 » A wax topcoat is applied to the
stone top to prevent surface
stains.

CONSTRUCTION
 » Top is solid natural bluestone, 

similar to limestone. 
 » Base is an industrial design

constructed of solid reclaimed 
Pine. 

RECOMMENDED CARE
 » We recommend using cleaning products

specifically designed for stone surfaces, such as 
Simple Green® Stone Cleaner, Meyers®, Stone 
Magic® or Rock Doctor®, among others. All are 
available at hardware, bed and bath stores and 
select grocery stores. Always use a clean, soft 
cloth. Avoid using too much cleaner or soap
as this may leave a film. Rinse the surface area 
thoroughly and dry with a soft cloth. Do NOT 
use scouring powders or creams or products
that contain lemon, vinegar or other acidic
and/or abrasive solutions (for bathrooms,
grout or tile) as these may scratch the finish.
Window cleaner is not recommended as it
will remove polish over time. Blot up spills
immediately and always protect the surface
with coasters, trivets or placemats.

CONSOLE TABLE
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Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through 
interior structures and into desired space before purchase.

hudson

From the elegance of ancient architecture
Constructed of solid pine, our Hudson collection showcases classic accent tables featuring beautiful balustrade legs, timeworn details, and natural distressing. 
Bluestone and marble-inlaid tabletops feature hand-cut stone. Each stone inlay is sculpted and finished by hand to maintain its beautiful marbling and color 
variations, making each piece unique.

� Pieces finished in Earl Grey are bleached and hand-stained—
accentuating edges with darker shades for a naturally aged
appearance.

� Balustrade legs are hand-turned.

� Bluestone cut from mountains in Northern China, near
Mongolia, is harvested and sculpted by hand to form our
tabletop inlays.

� Also used by local sculptors to form wonderful works of
art—this elegant, durable stone is 100 percent natural and 
maintains its beautiful marbling and color variations, making
each piece truly unique.

� Natural variations in the color and texture of our bluestone and
pine make these pieces unique. Each piece will have slightly
different shading and grain patterns.

� End Table weighs 85.8 lbs.

� Console Table weighs 167.2

� 60” Coffee Table weighs 232 lbs.

� 71” Coffee Table weighs 282.7 lbs.

� Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak
to any Arhaus Design Consultant for care recommendations.

product details

hudson |  occasional collection  |  made in Asia

Finishes:

Large Coffee Table  
71" w x 39.5" d x 15.75" h 
Bluestone/Earl Grey 35HUD71BGRCFKT
White Marble/Earl Grey 35HUD71MGRCFKT

Medium Coffee Table  
60" w x 39.5" d x 15.75" h 
Bluestone/Earl Grey 35HUD60GBLCF
White Marble/Earl Grey 35HUD60MGRCFKT

Earl Grey

Stone Inlay:

Bluestone White Marble

Console Table  
71" w x 18" d x 32"h 
Bluestone/Earl Grey 35HUDGRBLCON
White Marble/Earl Grey 35HUDMGRCONKT

End Table  
26" diameter x 27.5" h 
Bluestone/Earl Grey 35HUDGRBLEND
Whitestone/Earl Grey 35HUDMGRENDKT
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CATEGORY SKU DESCRIPTION STATUS COLLECTION ROUTE
OCCASIONAL 91HUDCONHDW HUDSON CONSOLE HDW

     HUDSON BRN BLU STN
A PT-HUDSON PART

OCCASIONAL PARTS SKUS
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Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through 
interior structures and into desired space before purchase.

igny

simply chic
Featuring a modern, minimalist aesthetic that easily complements any décor style, our artisan-crafted Igny occasional tables are expertly 
constructed from layered hemlock wood. Wide tabletops supported by slanted wood legs are hand-painted with a chic, matte ebony finish 
coated with acrylic lacquer for added protection and subtle sheen.

igny  |  occasional collection  |  made in Vietnam

product details
 � Craftsman-built occasional tables are expertly made from solid, 

layered hemlock wood.

 � Hand-painted matte ebony finishes are sealed with acrylic lacquer 
for added protection and subtle sheen.

 � 36” and 42” Coffee Tables can be grouped and nested for a more 
contemporary feel (Tables sold separately).

 � Artisan-crafted furnishings made from natural wood with hand-
applied finishes may vary in color, pattern, shape, and texture, 
making each truly unique

 � Arhaus finishes may change over time, and natural wood may 
display small splits, knots, joint lines, or other features that will add 
character to your piece without affecting its quality or performance.

 � Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to 
any Arhaus Design Consultant for care recommendations.

36" Coffee Table

36" diameter x 14.5" h
35IGNY36COF

42" Coffee Table

42" diameter x 17" h
35IGNY42COF
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IGNY COFFEE TABLE
your home

Thank you for choosing this quality product. Be sure to check all packaging materials carefully for small parts that may have become

loose during shipment and place all parts on a non-abrasive surface.

     WARNING: These table parts can be cumbersome and heavy to some people, therefore the assistance of two or more people is

recommended to prevent personal injury and ensure the table is not damaged during the assembly process.

!

PARTS INCLUDED

A. [1] TABLE TOP

B. [3] TABLE LEG

HARDWARE PARTS

1. [12] BOLT

2. [12] FLAT WASHER

3. [12] LOCK WASHER

4. [1] ALLEN WRENCH

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

1. On a plain and non-abrasive surface, gently place the

table-top with the finished surface upside down. Note,

underneath the table-top, there are cavities and holes with

pre-installed nuts which correspond to the holes on the

mounting panel of all legs.

2. Set the mounting panel of the legs into the cavity

underneath the table-top. Once the legs are set, engage

Allen Head Bolts together with Plain Washers and Lock

Washers provided. Please see the sketch.

SOLID HARDWOOD CARE

· Use placemats or trivets under hot items and coasters

under beverages to prevent marks and stains.

· Do not place hot items directly on the tabletop.

· Wipe the table with a soft, dry cloth after each use.

· Mop up spills quickly with a soft, dry cloth.

· The occasional application of a high-quality clear furniture

wax will help protect the finish from minor spills. Please

note that slight variations in color may occur; test wax on

an inconspicuous area first.

Thank you for your purchase
www.arhaus.com
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Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through 
interior structures and into desired space before purchase.

kalmin

reminiscent of southwestern motifs 
the shell inlays of our Kalmin Coffee Tables are carefully crafted to form truly stunning motifs. Artisans select each piece of shell by hand and carefully place them 
one at a time onto tabletops, creating intricate, geometric patterns that showcase the shells’ natural color variations and organic patterns. Finished surfaces are 
filled with resin, hand-buffed, and polished to create a smooth, chic surface that will add a completely unique focal point to any living space.

 � Artisan-crafted coffee tabletops are decorated with natural, 
hand-placed shell inlays to form each piece’s intricate motif.

 � Shell-inlaid surfaces are filled with resin, hand-buffed to bring 
out the shells’ natural coloring and darker undertones, and 
then polished for a smooth finish.

 � Coffee table frames are built using engineered hardwood for
structural reliability.

 � This collection is artisan-crafted from natural materials with 
hand-applied finishes. Individual pieces may vary in color,
pattern, shape, and texture, making each truly unique.

 � Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak 
to any Arhaus Design Consultant for care recommendations.

product details

kalmin |  occasional collection  |  made in India

Coffee Table 
36" diameter x 15.5" h
35KALMINCOF
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Level the table by turning the leveler underneath

Levelling the table
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CATEGORY SKU DESCRIPTION STATUS COLLECTION ROUTE
OCCASIONAL 91KALCOFLEV KALMIN SHELL COFFEE LEVELER T PT-KALMIN PART

OCCASIONAL PARTS SKUS
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CHIC HAND-FINISHED METALS 
Crafted by artisans from solid metal and hand-finished for a rustic, contemporary look, our Kavali console table features a slim silhouette. Solid iron 

frames are finished with a hand-applied, powder-coated, black finish. Cast aluminum shelves are decorated with a textured, hand-rubbed, antique 

brass patina—creating subtle contrast in your space and elevating any décor with sophisticated style.

K A V A L I
OCCASIONAL COLLECTION  |   MADE INDIA

Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

+ Console tables frames are craftsman-built from solid iron, featuring a
black, powder-coated finish.

+ Silver and Brass Consoles feature aluminum shelves decorated with hand-
applied antiqued patinas.

+ Black Consoles feature aluminum shelves with a durable, powder-coated
finish.

+ 42” Console weighs 33.6 lbs.

+ 70” Large Console weighs 64.2 lbs.

PRODUCT DETAILS

Brass

Silver

Black

F I N I S H E S :

4 2 ”  C O N S O L E
42” w x 7.75” d x 30” h

Brass 35KAVCON
Silver 35KAVSCON
Black 35KAVBLCON

7 0 ”  L A R G E  C O N S O L E
70” w x 10” d x 30” h

Brass 35KAVBRLGCON
Silver 35KAVSLGCON
Black 35KAVBLLGCON
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kenneth  |   occasoinal collection   |  made in India Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

kenneth

handcrafted by indian metal artisans 
from cast aluminum, this copper-plated accent table features a uniquely hand-antiqued and polished surface. Elegantly rustic patinas in 
varying shades and patterns make each minimalist table a true one-of-a-kind.

product details
 u Handcrafted by Indian metal artisans from cast aluminum.

 u Copper-plated surfaces feature a hand-antiqued and polished finish

 u This hand-finishing process creates truly unique patinas with one-of-a-kind 
color and pattern variations in every piece, ensuring no two tables will be 
exactly alike.

 u Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any Arhaus 
Design Consultant for care recommendations.

Martini Table
11.75" diameter x 22.75" h
35KENNTBL
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Luca End Table
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 Luca Console Table
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Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through 
interior structures and into desired space before purchase.

lucas

practical artistry
Artfully finished to realistically mimic the naturally varying colors and textural details found in authentic Carrara marble, our beautiful Lucas 
end tables are meticulously decorated to add a unique visual element to your living space while providing a convenient, practical surface 
next to any chair or sofa. 

lucas  |  occassional collection  |  made in Vietnam

product details
 � Cast concrete end tables feature a faux Carrara marble finish.

 � Artfully detailed finishes mimic the varying color and textural details 
found in authentic Carrara marble.

 � Keep your décor looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any 
Arhaus Design Consultant for care recommendations.

End Table

14.25" diameter x 19" h
35LUCASMART
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Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through 
interior structures and into desired space before purchase.

ludlow

stunning stonework
Like jewels designed to accentuate your living space, our Ludlow martini tables feature gorgeous tops artfully crafted from 
handpicked stone. Tabletops are aesthetically arranged by Indian artisans, who shape and place each stone to emphasize 
its layered patterns and rich, natural coloring. Assembled tabletops are bound in resin, polished, and cut to size. Simple iron 
table bases are brass-plated and finished with an antiqued patina.

Martini Table 
14.5" w x 14.5" d x 20.25" h 
Petrified Wood     35LUDWDMART
Botswana Quartz   35LUDLOWBOTS
Tiger’s Eye     35LUDLOWT 
Black Marble     35LUDLOWBM
Angle Jasper     35LUDLOWJS
Rose Quartz     35LUDLOWRQ

ludlow  |  occasional collection  |  made in India

product details
 � Ludlow tabletops are crafted by Indian artisans from hand-picked stone 

complemented by brass-plated iron table bases. 

 � Stones used to create each tabletop are aesthetically arranged by hand 
according to color, size, and quality. Each piece is carefully shaped 
before the entire surface is bound with resin, smoothed, polished, and 
cut to size.

 � Iron table bases are polished and antiqued by hand, creating a rustic, 
aged appearance.

 � Petrified Wood coffee and martini tables feature bases with an antique 
zinc patina.

 � Angle Jasper, Rose Quartz, Tiger’s Eye, and Botswana Quartz martini 
tables feature bases with a light antique brass finish.

 � Black Marble martini tables feature bases with a darker antique brass 
patina.

 � Finished bases are lacquered for added protection and subtle sheen.

 � This collection is artisan-crafted from natural materials with hand-applied 
finishes. Individual pieces may vary in color, pattern, shape, and texture, 
making each truly unique.

 � Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any 
Arhaus Design Consultant for care recommendations. 

Tiger’s Eye

Finishes

Black Marble

Angle Jasper Rose Quartz

Coffee Table 
36" diameter x 17.25" h 
Petrified Wood 35LUDWOODCOF

Petrified Wood
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 ALLEN BOLT WASHER

Hardware & tools

ASSEMBLY STEPS

STEP 1:

TOP BASE

ALLENKEY 

STEP 2: 

STEP 3: TURN THE AGATE TABLE ON ITS UPRIGHT  POSITION

ASSEMBLY COMPLETE

PLACE THE AGATE TABLE TOP UP SIDE DOWN ON A SOFT SURFACE. ADJUST THE BASE FRAME   
 MATCHING THE SCREW HOLES ALONG THE FRAME.

ATTACH THE BASE AND THE TOP WITH THE HELP OF HARDWARE ENCLOSED & TIGHTEN UP 
WITH THE ALLEN KEY. 

ARHAUS
your home

LULDOW BLACK AGATE TALL C TBL
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION
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35LUDWOODCOF 
Parts Enclosed: 

Top 

Base 

Steps to Assemble: 

Place the top (Part A) facing upward on the Base (Part B) 
as shown below. 

Final Product 

ARHAUS
your home 

Important Safety Instructions:
1. Please pull out the contents separately

from the cartons to avoid any breakage.

Warnings:
1. Keep away from children while

assembling the Table.

Care Instructions:
1. Wipe clean with a soft, lightly damped,

lint free cloth. Finish with a dry cloth. 
2. Do not use any chemical cleaners or

abrasive cleaners on this product.

Part A 

Part B 
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35LUDWDMART 
Parts Enclosed: 

Top 

Base 

Steps to Assemble: 
 
Place the top (Part A) facing upward on the Base (Part B) 
as shown below. 

Final Product 

ARHAUS 

your home 

Important Safety Instructions: 
1. Please pull out the contents separately 

from the cartons to avoid any breakage.  

Warnings: 
1. Keep away from children while 

assembling the Table. 

Care Instructions: 
1. Wipe clean with a soft, lightly damped, 

lint free cloth. Finish with a dry cloth. 
2. Do not use any chemical cleaners or 

abrasive cleaners on this product.  

Part A 

Part B 
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CATEGORY SKU DESCRIPTION STATUS COLLECTION ROUTE
OCCASIONAL 91LUDCOFLEV LUDLOW LEVELER SET OF 4

     ALL LUDLOW
A PT-LUDLOW PART

OCCASIONAL PARTS SKUS
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Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through 
interior structures and into desired space before purchase.

ludvig

inspired by 15th century Venetian terrazzo floors
the aesthetic history of our Ludvig tray coffee table dates back over 500 years. Originally crafted from oddly shaped, leftover pieces of travertine, terrazzo tiles 
were used to create more comfortable walking surfaces. Ludvig’s terrazzo tabletops are made with Portland cement, which is dyed a chic black granite tone 
complemented by iron table bases with a gunmetal grey finish.

Tray Coffee Table 
39” w x 40” d x 17” h 
35LUDVIGCOF

ludvig  |  occasional collection  |  made inVietnam

product details
 � Tray Coffee Tables are artfully crafted from terrazzo made from 

Portland cement dyed with a black granite finish.

 � Complementary iron table bases feature a gunmetal grey finish.

 � Keep your décor looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any 
Arhaus Design Consultant for care recommendations.
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luna  |  occasional collection  |  made in Indonesia Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

luna

ancient beauty
Cut from rare, fossilized trees, which were buried under layers of mud and ash for untold years, the petrified wood selected for our Luna 
table showcases truly stunning colors and textures. By encasing each slice into black, resin tabletops framed in steel, we have preserved 
them so that they may adorn your home for generations. Polished and buffed to a high-gloss sheen, these surfaces create functional and 
organically gorgeous centerpieces for your living space.

product details
 u Tabletops are artisan-crafted with black resin poured over 

petrified wood and framed in solid steel.

 u Tabletops are buffed and polished to a high-gloss finish.

 u Steel table edges and bases feature a hand-painted, Matte 
Gold finish.

 u Finishes are durable enough to withstand daily use; but, 
as with all fine finishes, should be protected from heat and 
moisture.

 u Weighs 139 lbs.

Coffee Table 
39" w x 39" d x 18" h 
35LUNACOF2
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Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through 
interior structures and into desired space before purchase.

malone

sophisticated shagreen
Featuring a modern, tailored aesthetic with intriguing textural details, our Malone occasional tables are topped with artisan-finished, shagreen-embossed 

leather. Chic, minimalist designs supported by warm, brass-finished steel bases, will elevate your space to a new level of refinement.

Sparrow Bone

Leather 
Finishes

malone  |  occasional collection  |  made in Vietnam

product details
 � Shagreen-embossed occasional tables are topped with engineered 

hardwood surfaced with reconstituted leather that has been dyed 
and artfully textured.

 � Craftsman-built table bases are made from durable steel, featuring a 
warm brass finish.

 � Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any 
Arhaus Design Consultant for care recommendations.

Coffee Table
60" w x 30" d x 16" h

Sparrow 35MALSPCOF
Bone 35MALBNCOF

End Table
22" w x 22" d x 24" h

Sparrow 35MALSPEND
Bone 35MALBNEND

Small Console Table
48" w x 13" d x 30" h

Sparrow 35MALSPSMCON
Bone 35MALBNGMED

Large Console Table
66" w x 15" d x 30" h

Sparrow 35MALSPCON
Bone 35MALBNCON
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Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through 
interior structures and into desired space before purchase.

manhattan

masterfully crafted metals
A chic, flexible design that easily complements a wide variety of décor styles, our Manhattan side table is artfully crafted by Indian artisans. 
Cast from aluminum and plated in zinc, each table features a textured top that’s further accentuated by a white-wash finish. Table bases’ 
smoother surfaces result in darker finishes, complementing the lighter tops with contrasting tones.

Side Table 
15.5" diameter x 23" h 
35MANHATTBL

manhattan  |  occasional collection  |  made in India

product details
 � Manhattan occasional tables are crafted by Indian artisans

from cast aluminum plated in zinc.

 � Tabletops feature a unique, textured surface accentuated by
a white-washed finish.

 � Table bases’ smoother surfaces result in darker finishes,
complementing the lighter tops with contrasting tones.

 � Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com
or speak to any Arhaus Design Consultant for care
recommendations.
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MAURICE MARBLE END TABLE
your home

PARTS

A. TABLE TOP

B. TABLE BASE

Thank you for choosing this quality product. Be sure to check all packaging materials carefully for small parts that may have become

loose during shipment and place all parts on a non-abrasive surface.

      WARNING: These table parts can be cumbersome and heavy to some people; therefore, the assistance of two or more people is

recommended to prevent personal injury and ensure the table is not damaged during the assembly process.

!

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

1. Place the Table Base (B)  in the position you wish the
table to be in when fully assembled.

2. On top rails of the Table Base (B) are two wooden
dowels pre-installed which correspond to the holes
underneath the Table Top (A), designed to hold the top
in-place. Align and insert the holes of the Table Top
into the wooden dowels of the base.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS

· Ensure your furniture sits in a level position to ensure
the longevity of your piece.

· Stone pieces may display natural mineral deposits,
swirling, joint lines, veining, or other features that will
add character to your piece without affecting its quality
or performance.

· Spot-clean using a damp cloth, mild soap, and water.
Use a towel to dry.

· Occasionally clean using cleaning agents specifically
designed for stone.

· For best results, follow use instructions for all cleaning
products carefully. Do not over apply.

· Avoid contact with excessive moisture. To prevent
moisture damage (like water rings), wipe up spills
immediately with a soft, dry, undyed cloth

· Never place hot dishes directly on finished surfaces as
this could cause scorching. Similarly, prolonged use of
hot electrical equipment may also cause scorching.

· Protect surfaces from incidental marks (like scratching,
scorching, and water marks) by using coasters, trivets,
felt pads, and non-plastic mats.

· Lift furniture when moving. Do not drag, as this could
loosen joinery and damage your piece.

Thank you for your purchase
www.arhaus.com
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MAURICE MARBLE RECT. COFFEE TABLE
your home

PARTS

A. TABLE TOP

B. TABLE BASE

Thank you for choosing this quality product. Be sure to check all packaging materials carefully for small parts that may have become

loose during shipment and place all parts on a non-abrasive surface.

  WARNING: These table parts can be cumbersome and heavy to some people; therefore, the assistance of two or more people is

recommended to prevent personal injury and ensure the table is not damaged during the assembly process.

!

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

1. Place the Table Base (B)  in the position you wish the
table to be in when fully assembled.

2. On top rails of the Table Base (B) are two wooden
dowels pre-installed which correspond to the holes
underneath the Table Top (A), designed to hold the top
in-place. Align and insert the holes of the Table Top
into the wooden dowels of the base.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS

· Ensure your furniture sits in a level position to ensure
the longevity of your piece.

· Stone pieces may display natural mineral deposits,
swirling, joint lines, veining, or other features that will
add character to your piece without affecting its quality
or performance.

· Spot-clean using a damp cloth, mild soap, and water.
Use a towel to dry.

· Occasionally clean using cleaning agents specifically
designed for stone.

· For best results, follow use instructions for all cleaning
products carefully. Do not over apply.

· Avoid contact with excessive moisture. To prevent
moisture damage (like water rings), wipe up spills
immediately with a soft, dry, undyed cloth

· Never place hot dishes directly on finished surfaces as
this could cause scorching. Similarly, prolonged use of
hot electrical equipment may also cause scorching.

· Protect surfaces from incidental marks (like scratching,
scorching, and water marks) by using coasters, trivets,
felt pads, and non-plastic mats.

· Lift furniture when moving. Do not drag, as this could
loosen joinery and damage your piece.

Thank you for your purchase
www.arhaus.com
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MAURICE MARBLE ROUND COFFEE TABLE
your home

PARTS

A. TABLE TOP

B. TABLE BASE

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

1. Place the Table Base (B)  in the position you wish the
table to be in when fully assembled.

2. On top rails of the Table Base (B) are two wooden
dowels pre-installed which correspond to the holes
underneath the Table Top (A), designed to hold the top
in-place. Align and insert the holes of the Table Top
into the wooden dowels of the base.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS

· Ensure your furniture sits in a level position to ensure
the longevity of your piece.

· Stone pieces may display natural mineral deposits,
swirling, joint lines, veining, or other features that will
add character to your piece without affecting its quality
or performance.

· Spot-clean using a damp cloth, mild soap, and water.
Use a towel to dry.

· Occasionally clean using cleaning agents specifically
designed for stone.

· For best results, follow use instructions for all cleaning
products carefully. Do not over apply.

· Avoid contact with excessive moisture. To prevent
moisture damage (like water rings), wipe up spills
immediately with a soft, dry, undyed cloth

· Never place hot dishes directly on finished surfaces as
this could cause scorching. Similarly, prolonged use of
hot electrical equipment may also cause scorching.

· Protect surfaces from incidental marks (like scratching,
scorching, and water marks) by using coasters, trivets,
felt pads, and non-plastic mats.

· Lift furniture when moving. Do not drag, as this could
loosen joinery and damage your piece.

Thank you for choosing this quality product. Be sure to check all packaging materials carefully for small parts that may have become

loose during shipment and place all parts on a non-abrasive surface.

  WARNING: These table parts can be cumbersome and heavy to some people; therefore, the assistance of two or more people is

recommended to prevent personal injury and ensure the table is not damaged during the assembly process.

!

Thank you for your purchase
www.arhaus.com
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merlin  |  occasional collection  |  made in Indonesia Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

merlin

seeing double 
Metal and glass come together for a clean, contemporary look in our Merlin Occasional Table Collection. Hand-built by artisans in Indonesia, 
these chic tables are welded together and hand-rubbed with an Antique Bronze finish that warms each piece with brassy undertones. 
These warm tones are complemented by mirrored shelving, which allows for unique display and storage for books, table accents, and 
keepsakes. Glass tabletops are also incredibly versatile and complement a wide variety of décor aesthetics.

product details
 u Table frames are hand-welded from metal and hand-finished with an 

Antique Bronze finish. 

 u Tabletops are made from 1/2" thick tempered glass.

 u Tables feature middle shelves topped with mirrored glass. 

Rectangular Coffee Table 
47" w x 24" d x 18" h 
35MERCOFB

End Table 
24" w x 24" d x 26" h 
35MERENDB

image not yet available

Console Table 
48" w x 10" d x 32" h 
35MERCONB
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Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through 
interior structures and into desired space before purchase.

mihaela

artisan-made
Inspired by the stained interiors of red wine barrels, our beautiful Mihaela Collection is a masterfully crafted work of art. Each piece is built by a multigenerational 
family of artisans, using Romanian oak that has been hand-cut from the foothills surrounding our artisans’ mountain village. “Vin Rosu” finishes are applied by 
hand—a closely guarded, exclusive process which takes up to three days to complete per piece. Using water to open wood grain allows rich color to penetrate 
the full thickness of wood surfaces, accentuating natural textures and organic grain patterns. 

� Frames are craftsman-built from solid Romanian oak—
sustainably harvested by our artisans’ family—cut from
locally grown trees up to 250 years old.

� Coffee tabletops are made from alternating layers of 
Romanian oak wood and solid spruce wood to ensure the
stability and longevity of every piece.

� Hand-applied “Vin Rosu” natural oil finishes are a closely 
guarded secret exclusive to our artisans.

� Hand-carved detailing is artfully painted to appear as
metallic brass accents.

� Each finishing process takes three days to complete per 
piece. Using water to open the wood’s grain, finishes are
able to penetrate the full thickness of solid wood surfaces.

� Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com
or speak to any Arhaus Design Consultant for care
recommendations.

product details

mihaela |  occasional collection  |  made in Romania

Coffee Table 
60” w x 31” d x 15.75” h
35MIHAELACOF2
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page 1

artisan finished
Many of our pieces may vary slightly 
in color, pattern and texture due to the 
nature of multi-layered finishes that are 
hand-applied by our craftsmen. Hand-
applied finishes may include some small 
splits, knots, joint lines and other natural 
properties that will add interest without 
affecting performance. Materials may 
also display movement from season 
to season because of changes in 
temperature and humidity. We believe 
these variances from piece to piece only 
add to an individual’s unique, artisan-
crafted character.

handcrafted quality
Arhaus furniture is made with great care 
and attention to detail. Our collections 
are distinctive and designed to bring 
pleasure to you in your home for years to 
come. Each piece is handcrafted, made 
using traditional skills and techniques, 
and hand-painted, distressed and 
finished to ensure each item becomes an 
heirloom in your home.

renewable resources
Arhaus is unique in its commitment 
to preserving natural resources. Our 
Corporate Rainforest Policy states that 
we will not sell merchandise made of 
timber from the world’s endangered 
rainforests. In all cases, the wood we 
use was harvested from renewable 
resources.

Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior structures and into desired space before purchase.

art-deco contemporary accents 
Inspired by Art Deco design, our artisans constructed the Naomi 
Occasional Table Collection to be functional, glamorous and 
contemporary. Handcrafted in India where artisans are highly 
skilled in metal working, Naomi’s sculptural designs evoke a fine-art 
aesthetic. To create these brilliant occasional tables, brass links are 
welded by hand to form cage-like bases while solid brass rims serve 

as the bases’ top and bottom supports. Each piece is finished with 
a tempered glass tabletop. Adjustable End Tables are handcrafted 
from solid brass and feature mirrored tops. Telescoping bases add 
to their overall functionality—use them as cocktail tables or elegant 
plant stands. 

naomi
occasional collection

made in INDIA
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naomi page 2

 u Never place hot dishes on surfaces; we recommend the use of 
felt-backed tablemats.

 u Prolonged use of hot electrical equipment on top of furniture 
may also cause scorching.

 u Spills should be removed immediately with a damp cloth.

 u Always avoid exposure to direct sunlight or heat (e.g. by placing 
it in front of a radiator) as this can cause cracking and potential 
fading; a minimum 30 cm clearance from heat sources is 
advised. 

 u Do not drag piece(s) across the floor as this will cause damage 
or weaken joints.

 u Dropping furniture onto corners or feet will cause damage. 

 u Toys, buckles and heels will scratch furnishings—try to prevent 
these objects from coming into contact with your piece(s).

product details
 u Available in Brass, Antique Pewter or Oil-Rubbed Bronze 

finishes.

 u Bases are constructed of solid, hand-welded brass.

 u Tabletops are 1/2”-thick tempered glass.

 u Naomi 48” Coffee Tables have a 3/4”-thick tempered-glass 
tabletop.

 u Adjustable End Tables feature telescoping bases and mirrored 
tabletops.

recommended care
 u Hand-wash metal with mild soap and water. Use a soft sponge. 

Do not use abrasives as they may scratch the surface of this 
collection. Dry immediately with a soft cloth.

 u Use coasters, trivets and felt pads under objects to preserve the 
finish of this piece.

30" Coffee Table 
30" diameter x 18" h  
Brass 35NAO30CFBR2KT 
Antique Pewter 35NAO30CFP2KT 
Oil-Rubbed Bronze 35NAO30CFORB2KT

48" Coffee Table 
48" diameter x 18" h 
Brass 35NAO48CFBR2KT 
Antique Pewter 35NAO48CFP2KT 
Oil-Rubbed Bronze 35NA048CFORB2KT Antique 

Pewter

Oil-Rubbed 
Bronze

Brass (shown)

End Table 
16" diameter x 23" h 
Brass 35NAOENDBR2KT 
Antique Pewter 35NAOENDP2KT 
Oil-Rubbed Bronze 35NAOENDORB2KT

Adjustable End Table 
12" diameter x 18"-30" h 
Brass 35NAOAE 
Antique Pewter 35NAOPAE 
Oil-Rubbed Bronze 35NAORBAE
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CATEGORY SKU DESCRIPTION STATUS COLLECTION ROUTE
OCCASIONAL 91982NAOMI NAOMI LEVELER QTY 1

     LEVELER
A PT-NAOMI PART

OCCASIONAL PARTS SKUS
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nika  |  occasional collection  |  made in Mexico Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

nika

organically inspired
Pairing structured lines with stunning organic textures, our Nika collection is carefully crafted by Mexican furniture artisans to honor the lumber used in its 
surfaces. Artisan-applied finishes elevate the wood’s natural beauty, accentuating every detail, and acrylic lacquer provides added protection and a subtle 
sheen. Thickly cut veneers bookmatched together and arranged consecutively allow their edges to form gaps, which are filled by epoxy resin, allowing the 
planks to remain strait and contributing to this collection’s contemporary aesthetic.

product details
 u Craftsman-built occasional tables are expertly made from solid nopo wood—

sustainably grown and harvested near the Gulf of Mexico—or reclaimed, 

bleached, spalted oak wood.

 u Wood surfaces are bookmatched and gently stained by hand to accentuate the 

wood’s natural characteristics—highlighting unique variations in color and grain.

 u Surfaces are finished with epoxy resin to fill gaps and lacquered with acrylic for 

added protection and subtle sheen.

 u Coffee Table bases made from steel are finished with either a brass or gunmetal 

tone and polyurethane to complement the finished wood surfaces.

 u This collection is artisan-crafted from natural materials with hand-applied 

finishes. Individual pieces may vary in color, pattern, shape, and texture, making 

each truly unique.

 u Natural wood may display small splits, knots, joint lines, or other organic features 

that will not affect the quality or performance of your piece.

 u Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any Arhaus 

Design Consultant for care recommendations.

Cube End Table 
24" w x 21" d x 22.5" h
Nopo 35NIKAEND
Spalted Oak 35NIKAOEND

Console Table 
63” w x 15.75” d x 30.5” h
Nopo 35NIKACON
Spalted Oak 35NIKAOCON

Nopo/ 
Brass

Spalted Oak/ 
Gunmetal

Wood Type/ 
Base Finish

50" Coffee Table 
50" w x 30" d x 17" h
Nopo/Brass 35NIKA50COF
Spalted Oak/Gunmetal 35NIKAO50COF

70" Coffee Table 
70" w x 27" d x 17" h
Nopo/Brass 35NIKA70COF
Spalted Oak/Gunmetal 35NIKAO70COF
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CATEGORY SKU DESCRIPTION STATUS COLLECTION ROUTE
OCCASIONAL 91NIKELV NIKA END LEVELERS

     NIKA
A PT-NIKA PART

OCCASIONAL PARTS SKUS
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nova  |  occasional collection  |  made in India Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through 
interior structures and into desired space before purchase.

nova

simple-chic accent tables
Handcrafted by Indian metal artisans, using time-honored techniques, our Nova Occasional Collection features contemporary, elegantly 
simple accent tables. Forged from solid, hand-hammered iron with tasteful glass tabletops, these pieces are finished in antiqued Brass and 
Pewter tones. Due to their handcrafted nature, the patina of every piece displays unique variations in color, detail and texture, making each 
truly one-of-a-kind. With minimalist silhouettes, these tables will perfectly accent both modern and traditional aesthetics.

product details
 � Table bases are made from solid, hand-pounded iron.

 � Table bases feature a hand-applied Brass and Pewter finishes.

 � Tabletops are made of glass.

 � Martini tables feature mirrored tabletops.

 � 22" and 26" Nova End Tables are nestable.

Coffee Table 
36" diameter x 19" h 
Brass 35NOV36BCF2KT 
Pewter 35NOV36PCF2KT

20" End Table 
20" diameter x 22" h  
Brass 35NOV20B2KT 
Pewter 35NOV20P2KT

24" End Table 
24" diameter x 26" h  
Brass 35NOV24B3KT 
Pewter 35NOV24P3KT

Martini Table 
15" diameter x 24.5" h 
Brass 35NOV15BMRT 
Pewter 35NOV15PMRT

PewterBrass

Finishes:
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FULLY ASSEMBLED STRUCTURE:PARTS ENCLOSED:

 NOVA IRON MARTINI TABLE

TO ASSEMBLE:

STEP 1.

A.IRON BASE (1PC)

B.IRON ROD (1PC)

C.IRON TOP (1PC)

STEP 2.

STEP 3.

CARE INSTRUCTION:

1. CLEAN PERIODICALLY BY WIPING WITH A SOFT CLEAN
CLOTH.

2. DO NOT USE ABRASIVE OR CHEMICAL CLEANERS.
3. DO NOT PLACE HOT ITEMS DIRECTLY ON THE

FURNITURE SURFACE.

SAFETY  INSTRUCTION:

1. PLEASE READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS CARE FULLY
BEFORE ASSEMBLING.

2. FOR YOUR SAFETY, IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT
TWO/THREE PEOPLE ASSEMBLE THIS PIECE.

3. DO NOT LEAVE CHILDREN UNATTENDED BEFORE
PRODUCT IS FULLY ASSEMBLED / UNASSEMBLED.
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obra  |   occasional collection   |  made in Mexico Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

obra

an organic masterpiece
Crafted by expert Mexican artisans, our unique Obra coffee table—made from rare milpa burl wood—took over three weeks to perfect. 
Artfully shaped and finished by hand, this table’s beautiful surface was assembled using an incredibly labor-intensive process—wherein 
milpa burl wood was cut into thin slices, cleaned of any bark or soft, unusable wood, and sun-bleached. Finished slices were then wrapped 
around the table’s rectangular, hardwood structure, carefully preserving the burl’s arms and filling any remaining holes with metal laminate. 
The table’s base, made from naturally oxidized iron, showcases a stunning patina of divergent tones and rustic texture.

product details
u This coffee table is beautifully handcrafted by expert Mexican artisans, using

milpa burl wood applied to a rectangular hardwood structure atop an iron

base.

u Showcasing the burl’s unique shape and organic grain abnormalities, this

table’s surface is crafted from thin, carefully cut slices—wrapping the burl’s

arms around edges.

u An artfully sun-bleached finish creates a natural, weathered aesthetic that

brings out the wood’s subtle color variations.

u The table’s iron base is finished with a rustic patina by leaving the metal

outside to naturally oxidize—creating stunning patterns and divergent tones.

u Holes in the burl are filled with metal laminate finished to complement the

table’s iron base.

u This piece is artisan-crafted from natural wood with hand-applied finishes,

displaying organic features that add character without affecting quality or

performance.

u Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any Arhaus

Design Consultant for care recommendations.

Coffee Table
51.25” w x 39.5” d x 16” h
343899VCT
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Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

palmer  |  occasional collection  |  made in Indonesia

palmer

minimalist form underlines everyday function.
Skillfully handcrafted by Indonesian artisans, out Palmer Occasional Collection’s modern lines and contemporary, minimalist styling are designed to perfectly 
complement its practical functionality. Wooden and upholstered tabletops are accentuated by parsons-style iron table bases, featuring classic metal finishes 
designed to easily blend with any décor style.

product details
 u Pieces featuring wooden tabletops with Natural Oak finishes are craftsman-built using 
solid oak farm-gown and harvested in the United States.

 u Pieces featuring wooden tabletops with Bali Brown finishes are craftsman-built using 
solid mango sustainably harvested in Indonesia.

 u Pieces featuring wooden tabletops with Stone on Ash are craftsman-built using solid 
ash with ash veneers for a consistent surface.

 u Wood surfaces are hand-planed and sanded for a textured, naturally weathered 
appearance. Finished wood is layered with several coats of glaze and stain to create 
rich natural wood tones and lacquered with a matte topcoat for extra protection.

 u Wood tabletops are complemented by iron table bases with a black, power-coated 
finish.

 u Upholstered tabletops are supported by plywood, padded with dense foam, and hand-
upholstered with your choice of fabric from our Dining Fabric Collection.

 u Upholstered tabletops are complemented by iron table bases with your choice of 
metallic finish.

Natural Oak Black

Finishes: Metal Finishes:

Bali Brown Rough PewterStone on Ash Antique Brass

Rectangular Upholstered Nesting Coffee Table 
53.5” w x 30” d x 19.5” h 
Black 35PALBLUPREC 
Rough Pewter 35PALPWUPREC 
Antique Brass 35PALBRUPREC

Round Upholstered Nesting Coffee Table 
42” diameter x 19” h 
Black 35PALBLUPRND 
Rough Pewter 35PALPWUPRND 
Antique Brass 35PALBRUPRND

your style your way 
Craft a custom design that tells your style story.  

This collection is available in special-order:

Fabrics, Finishes and more, details below. 

Ask in store or call 866.427.4287
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palmer  |  occasional collection  |  made in Indonesia
fabric made in America

Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

Nesting End Tables 
24" w x 24" d x 24" h 
Bali Brown/Black 35PALMBREND 
Natural Oak/Black 35PALMEROEND 
Stone on Ash/Black 35PALMGREND

Serving End Table 
16.5" w x 22" d x 24" h 
Bali Brown/Black 35PALMBRSERV 
Natural Oak/Black 35PALMOSERV 
Stone on Ash/Black 35PALMGRSERV

Round Nesting End Tables 
24" diameter x 25" h 
Bali Brown/Black 35PALMRDBEND 
Natural Oak/Black 35PALMRDOEND 
Stone on Ash/Black 35PALMRDGEND

product details (cont’d)
 u Parsons-style iron table bases are powder-coated and finished with epoxy to 
prevent rusting and provide a protective finish.

 u Round Nesting Coffee Tables feature four pull-out extensions, which can be used as 
stools for additional seating or as additional table surfaces.

 u Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any Arhaus Design 
Consultant for care recommendations.

Round Nesting Coffee Table 
42" w x 42" d x 19" h 
Bali Brown/Black 35PALMBROUND 
Natural Oak/Black 35PALMORND 
Stone on Ash/Black 35PALMGROUND

Nesting Coffee Table 
53.5" w x 30" d x 19.5" h 
Bali Brown/Black 35PALMBRCOF 
Natural Oak/Black 35PALMEROCOF 
Stone on Ash/Black 35PALMGRCOF

Nesting Console Table 
54" w x 15.75" d x 29.5" h 
Bali Brown/Black 35PALMBRCON 
Natural Oak/Black 35PALMEROCON 
Stone on Ash/Black 35PALMGRCON
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
FOR 

PALMER NESTING COFFE TABLE UPH

HARDWARE

Screw
Qty 38 pcs

Washer Plate
Qty 38 pcs

A B

Step 1

Step 2

A

B

A

B
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CATEGORY SKU DESCRIPTION STATUS COLLECTION ROUTE
OCCASIONAL 91PAMERCOFGLIDES PALMER STORAGE COFFEE GLIDES

     SET OF 2
A PT-PALMER

OCCASIONAL 91PAMERENDGLIDES PALMER STORAGE END TABLE GLIDE
     SET OF 2

A PT-PALMER

OCCASIONAL 91PALMERFOOT PALMER STORAGE FOOT A PT-PALMER
OCCASIONAL 91PALMERKNOB PALMER STORAGE KNOB A PT-PALMER
OCCASIONAL 91PALMERLEVELERS PALMER TIERED LEVELER FOR FEET A PT-PALMER
OCCASIONAL 91PALMUPHHW PALMER UPH ASSEMBLY HW

     ASSEMBLY HARDWARE
A PT-PALMER PART

OCCASIONAL 91PLMUPHOCHW PALMER UPH ASSEMBLY HW
     ASSEMBLY HARDWARE

A PT-PALMER PART

OCCASIONAL 91PALMUPPIST PALMER UPH PIE NESTNG SEAT PAD
     MUSLIN

A PT-PALMER

OCCASIONAL 91PALMUPRCST PALMER UPH RECT SEAT PAD
     MUSLIN

A PT-PALMER

OCCASIONAL 91PALMUPRDST PALMER UPH RND SEAT PAD
     MUSLIN

A PT-PALMER

OCCASIONAL 91PALMEUPHREC PALMER UPH SEAT PAD RECT KIT
     HARD KIT

A PT-PALMER

OCCASIONAL 91PALMEUPHRND PALMER UPH SEAT PAD ROUND KIT
     HARD KIT

A PT-PALMER

OCCASIONAL 91PALMUPSQST PALMER UPH SQ NESTNG SEAT PAD
     MUSLIN

A PT-PALMER

OCCASIONAL PARTS SKUS
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radial drum  |  occasional collection  |  made in Indonesia Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

radial drum

contemporary living room accents
The modern design of our Radial Drum Accent Table Collection features cleverly minimalistic shapes accented by sophisticated, 
handcrafted finishes to complement a wide variety of living room aesthetics. Shaped by Indonesian artisans, aluminum drums are hand-
rubbed with a warm copper finish and then textured by hand to create a rustic, antiqued appearance. This distressed, textured surface 
perfectly complements each table’s clean lines, resulting in a chic, eclectic feel.

product details
 u Drum tables are shaped from aluminum and hand-finished with 
an Antique Copper patina.

 u Contemporary lines and modern styling complement many 
home décor styles.

 u Flexible design allows for use as tables, stools, or ottomans.

 u Handcrafted by Indonesian artisans.

Coffee Table 
39” diameter x 15” h 
35DRUMCOF

End Table 
17” diameter x 22” h 
35DRUMEND
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CATEGORY SKU DESCRIPTION STATUS COLLECTION ROUTE
OCCASIONAL 91RADDRMLEV RADIAL DRUM LEVELERS

     RADIAL DRUM
A PT-RADDRUM PART

OCCASIONAL PARTS SKUS
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raeburn  |  occasional collection  |  made in Mexico Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

raeburn

celebrating naturally elegant aesthetics
in their family-owned workshop, our artisan partners in Mexico craft our Raeburn collection from reclaimed Mexican oak wood. Salvaged from fallen trees—
the remains of sustainable forest management—this reclaimed lumber showcases truly one-of-a-kind features: cracks, knots, insect holes, spalting, and 
scales that add character to each piece; telling a unique story that enhances each piece’s stunning appearance without affecting performance. Minimal hand-
applied finishes enhance every dramatic variation in color and texture while protecting and preserving your piece for years to come.

product details
 u Craftsman-built by Mexican furniture artisans from sustainably sourced, new and 

reclaimed Mexican oak wood from Oaxaca and engineered hardwood for added 

support.

 u Wood used to build this collection was sourced from sustainable forest 

management—a Scandinavian technique designed to maintain the health of green 

spaces by thinning the density of forests.

 u Reclaimed wood used in this collection—featuring organic variances in color, 

pattern, shape, and texture—is kiln-dried, creating natural cracks in finished 

surfaces.

 u Natural features inherent to reclaimed Mexican oak wood—including knots, insect 

holes, spalting, and scales—are celebrated in this collection, providing unique 

character without affecting performance.

 u Hand-applied finishes are carefully applied to protect and enhance the reclaimed 

wood’s natural features, preserving the unique, natural elegance of each piece.

 u Media cabinets include two cavities, each featuring an adjustable shelf, for 

convenient storage.

 u Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any Arhaus 

Design Consultant for care recommendations.

Media Cabinet 
70” w x 19.5” d x 25.75” h
40RAEMEDCAB

Console 
65” w x 16.5” d x 32” h
35RAECON

Coffee Table 
58" w x 34" d x 16" h
35RAECOF
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CATEGORY SKU DESCRIPTION STATUS COLLECTION ROUTE
OCCASIONAL 91RAECLV RAEBURN COFFEE LEVELERS

     RAEBURN
A PT-RAEBURN PART

OCCASIONAL PARTS SKUS
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reese  |  occasional collection  |  made in Asia Caution: Overtightening hardware can cause cracking. Dimensions may vary slightly. Please 
ensure furnishings fit through interior structures and into desired space before purchase.

reese

vintage-inspired glamour
Inspired by the art deco aesthetics and architecture of the 1920s, each glamorous design in our Reese Collection is craftsman-built with 
beveled, mirrored glass surfaces framed in solid parawood and tulip wood veneers ornamented by artfully sculpted detailing. Each glass 
surface is hand-finished with an antiqued patina for a rustic-chic effect. Durable table frames are accentuated by tapered legs and grey-
finished wood trim, which creates delicate silhouettes. Midcentury-inspired hardware on drawers are finished with an antiqued silver patina, 
adding an eclectically vintage touch to these fabulous accent tables.

product details
 u Table frames are craftsman-built from solid parawood with tulip wood 

veneers.

 u Mirrored glass surfaces feature beveled panels to achieve a jewel-like 
appearance and provide contrast in texture.

 u Hand-applied finishes are artfully antiqued to create a rustic-chic 
appearance.

 u Wood finishes are lacquered for added protection and a subtle sheen.

 u Drawers are accented with antique silver-finished drawer pulls and sit 
on side-mounted metal glides.

 u Regular maintenance of wood and mirrored glass surfaces is required. 
For additional information, please visit arhaus.com

Coffee Table 
52" w x 34" d x 18.25" h 
35REESECOF

Console Table 
52" w x 15" d x 31.25" h 
35REESECON

End Table 
25" w x 20" d x 27.25" h 
35REESEEND
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J = Phillips screws M4x30mm                        4Pcs

K = Phillips screws M4x20mm                        4Pcs

 I  = Restraint straps                                         2Pcs

   L = Plastic anchors                                           4Pcs

HARDWARE

A =  Bolt                                      8 Pcs

C =  Flat Washer                         8 Pcs

1

B =  Spring Washer                     8 Pcs

D =  Allen Key                             1 Pc

CARE INSTRUCTIONS:
      Dust often using a clean, soft, dry lint-free cloth.
      Blot spills immediately, and wipe with a clean, damp cloth.

           For glass surface, clean with glass or mirror cleaner and a soft cloth. Never use a scouring pad.
           Take care not to use any glass/ mirror cleaning product on a wooden surface.

DABC

    TOOLS NEEDED
      Phillips head screwdriver (not provided)

2

 E = Pan Head Machine Screw                      3 Pcs

G = Knob                                                3 Pcs

F = Plastic Washer                                 3 Pcs

 H = Plastic brackets                                4 Pcs

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS REESE MIRRORED CONSOLE TABLE35REESECON      
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J

1. Attach one of the mounting brackets near the top back edge of
the furniture piece by inserting the shorter screws.

2. Determine the final position of the furniture piece. Mark location
on the wall pproximately 2" below the bracket mounted to the
back of the furniture.

3. Drill a starter hole into the wall stud. If wall stud is not available,
drill a hole into the wall and insert plastic anchor. Gently tap the
anchor until the flange of the anchor is flush with the wall.

4. Attach the second bracket by inserting the longer screw through
the bracket and into the wall.

5. Place the furniture so the bracket on the back edge is in line with
the bracket on the wall.

6. Lace one end of the nylon restraint strap down through each
bracket. Bring both ends together and slide the beaded end until
it snap locks into the keyhole slot.

7. To double lock, return the beaded end back through the
keyholes as shown.

8. Check to make sure the strap is securely laced and locked to the
brackets.

3

4

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS REESE MIRRORED CONSOLE TABLE35REESECON
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HARDWARE

A =  Bolt 8 Pcs

C =  Flat Washer 8 Pcs

1

B =  Spring Washer 8 Pcs

D =  Allen Key 1 Pc

CARE INSTRUCTIONS:
      Dust often using a clean, soft, dry lint-free cloth.
      Blot spills immediately, and wipe with a clean, damp cloth.

           For glass surface, clean with glass or mirror cleaner and a soft cloth. Never use a scouring pad.
           Take care not to use any glass/ mirror cleaning product on a wooden surface.

    TOOLS NEEDED
      Phillips head screwdriver (not provided)

G

2

 E = Pan Head Machine Screw 1 Pc G = Knob 1 Pc

F = Plastic Washer 1 Pc

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS REESE MIRRORED SIDE TABLE35REESEEND
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ryker |  occasional collection  |  made in India Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

ryker

handcrafted by Indian artisans,
our rustic yet chic Ryker Martini tables are topped with stunning black marble, featuring natural mineral deposits and swirling veins that 
makes these surfaces truly one of a kind. Solid iron table bases feature a brass-plated finish that is antiqued by hand to recreate the 
appearance of a well-loved antique.

product details
 u Ryker martini tabletops are craftsman-built from natural black marble.

 u Iron table bases feature an antiqued, brass-plated finish.

 u This collection is artisan-crafted from natural materials with hand-

applied finishes. Individual pieces may vary in color, pattern, shape, 

and texture, making each truly unique.

 u Stone tabletops may display natural mineral deposits, swirling, joint 

lines, veining, or other features that will add character to your piece 

without affecting its quality or performance.

 u Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any 

Arhaus Design Consultant for care recommendations.

Martini Table
17" diameter x 22" h
35RYKERMART
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CATEGORY SKU DESCRIPTION STATUS COLLECTION ROUTE
OCCASIONAL 91RYKMARTHDW RYKER MARTINI ASSEMBLY HDWR

     HARDWARE
A PT-RYKER PART

OCCASIONAL PARTS SKUS
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A UNIQUE COMPLEMENT TO COASTAL OR CONTEMPORARY LIVING SPACES
our Santa Barba Occasional Collection is masterfully crafted by artisans in the Philippines. Handwoven abaca rope is intricately wrapped around 

solid wood frames to create textural accent tables.

S A N T A  B A R B A R A
OCCASIONAL COLLECTION  |   MADE IN THE PHILIPPINES

Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

+ Occasional tables handcrafted by Filipino artisans.

+ Handwoven abaca rope is intricately wrapped around solid wood frames.

+ Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any
Arhaus Design Consultant for care recommendations.

PRODUCT DETAILS

E N D  TA B L E
26” diameter x 20.5” h

35SNTABRBCN

C O N S O L E  TA B L E
31” w x 47.75” d x 16” h

35SNTABRBEND

IMAGE NOT 

AVAILABLE

IMAGE NOT 

AVAILABLE

IMAGE NOT 

AVAILABLE

IMAGE NOT 

AVAILABLE

IMAGE NOT 

AVAILABLE
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Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

santino

keep it simple
An ideal complement to both contemporary and traditional styles, our Santino Occasional Collection celebrates the elegant organic 
irregularities, natural grain, and rich colors of aged, sustainably harvested Mexican oak wood. Perfected by artisan hands, each stunningly 
simple table features a minimalistic trellis design. Hand-sanded and lacquered finishes ensure durable surfaces while preserving the wood’s 
original beauty.

product details
 � Santino occasional tables are craftsman-built from

sustainably sourced Mexican oak.

 � Natural Mexican Oak displays stunning organic details—
dramatic splits, knots, joint lines, and other natural features
that add beauty and character to your piece without 
affecting quality.

 � As this collection is artisan-crafted from natural materials with
hand-applied finishes, individual pieces may vary in color,
pattern, shape, and texture, making each truly unique.

 � Natural wood may display small splits, knots, or other
organic features that will add character to your piece without
affecting its quality or performance.

 � Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com
or speak to any Arhaus Design Consultant for care
recommendations.

54" Coffee Table 
54" w x 40" d x 17" h
Santino Brown 35SANTCOF
Raw 35SANTRAWCOF

Console Table 
60” w x 16” d x 32” h
Santino Brown 35SANTCON
Raw 35SANTRAWCON

End Table 
25” w x 20” d x 23” h
Santino Brown 35SANTEND
Raw 35SANTRAWEND

santino  |  occasional collection  |  made in Mexico

70" Coffee Table 
70" w x 27" d x 17" h
Santino Brown 35SANTCOF
Raw 35SANTLNGRWC

Raw

Finishes:

Santino Brown
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CATEGORY SKU DESCRIPTION STATUS COLLECTION ROUTE
OCCASIONAL 91SANTLV SANTINO LEVELERS

     ALL SANTINO
A PT-SANTINO PART

OCCASIONAL PARTS SKUS
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serena  |  occasional collection  |  made in Asia Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

serena

inspired by post-industrial France,
Our Serena Occasional Table Collection utilizes time-worn patinas and a unique mix of materials to showcase the fortitude of classic 
industrial design. Antiqued sheets of brass or antiqued mirrored surfaces are placed atop oak frames, contrasting the warmth of the 
wood against the rustic, aged glass or metal. Supported by forged, dark iron bases, these tulip tables are a celebration of eclectic design, 
coalescing into a unique, chic look.

product details
 u Antiqued Brass tabletops are craftsman-built using sheets of light, 
brass atop light burnt oak.

 u Antiqued Mirror tabletops are craftsman-built using antiqued 
mirrored glass atop deep brown burnt oak.

 u Antiqued Brass tables are accentuated by exposed nailheads.

 u Forged iron table bases complement the tabletops, creating an 
industrial, mixed material aesthetic.

 u Solid oak surfaces are covered in lacquer and wax to preserve 
their natural integrity.

Coffee Table 
36" diameter x 17.75" h 
Antiqued Brass  35SERCOFKT 
Antiqued Mirror  35SERMCOFKT

30" End Table 
30" diameter x 30" h 
Antiqued Brass  35SERENTKT 
Antiqued Mirror  35SERMENDKT

22" End Table 
22" diameter x 24" h 
Antiqued Brass  35SERENEND 
Antiqued Mirror  35SERMENTKT
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CATEGORY SKU DESCRIPTION STATUS COLLECTION ROUTE
OCCASIONAL 91SERENAHDWC SERENA COFFEE TABLE HARDWARE

     HARDWARE
A PT-SERENA PART

OCCASIONAL PARTS SKUS
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SOPHISTICATED METALS
Chic in its minimalism, our Soma Occasional Table Collection is thoughtfully designed to accent any seating arrangement and provide a versatile 

surface for your living space. Artisan-crafted in India, each Soma Table is cast from aluminum and iron. Tabletops feature rich, hand-applied 

antique patinas, while table bases feature a durable, black, powder-coated finish.

C - TA B L E
17.75” w x 9.75” d x 24” h

Antique Brass 35SOMABTBL
Antique Silver 35SOMASTBL
Matte Black 35SOMABLCTBL

TA L L  C - TA B L E
17.75” w x 11.5” d x 29.5” h

Antique Silver 35SOMACTBL
Antique Brass 35SOMABCTBL
Matte Black 35SOMBLTCTBL Antique Silver Antique 

Brass
Matte Black

F I N I S H E S :

+ Soma tabletops are cast from aluminum by Indian artisans and feature
rich, hand-applied finishes.

+ Table bases cast from solid iron feature a dramatic, black, powder-coated
finish, complementing the tops with a darker, contrasting tone.

+ Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any
Arhaus Design Consultant for care recommendations.

PRODUCT DETAILS

S O M A
OCCASIONAL COLLECTION  |   MADE IN INDIA

Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.
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CATEGORY SKU DESCRIPTION STATUS COLLECTION ROUTE
OCCASIONAL 91SOMALEV SOMA TALL TABLE

     LEVELER
A PT-SOMA PART

OCCASIONAL PARTS SKUS
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soren |  occasional collection  |  made in Indonesia Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

soren

chic, unique, and carefully handcrafted
by Indonesian artisans from locally sourced suar wood, our Soren martini tables showcase stunning and beautiful wood grains, varying 
colors, and unique patterns, in a chic and convenient surface that will complement any space in your home. Paired with a minimalistic, iron 
table base—finished with a rich, oil-rubbed bronze tone—this table can add a sophisticated element to your home décor.

product details
 u Soren Martini Tabletops are craftsman-built using natural slices of 
Indonesian suar wood.

 u Tabletops are kiln-dried and sanded to achieve a smooth surface that 
showcases the suar wood’s beautiful natural features.

 u Each table features different proportions of heartwood and sapwood, 
resulting a unique surface pattern that can’t be replicated.

 u Iron table bases feature a chic, oil-rubbed bronze finish.

 u This collection is artisan-crafted from natural materials with hand-
applied finishes. Individual pieces may vary in color, pattern, shape, 
and texture, making each truly unique.

 u Natural wood may display small splits, knots, joint lines, or other 
organic features that will add character to your piece without affecting 
its quality or performance.

 u Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any 
Arhaus Design Consultant for care recommendations.

Martini Table
15" diameter x 21" h
35SORENMART
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CATEGORY SKU DESCRIPTION STATUS COLLECTION ROUTE
OCCASIONAL 91SORENLEVEL SOREN MARTINI

     LEVELER
A PT-SOREN PART

OCCASIONAL PARTS SKUS
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sullivan  |  occasional collection  |  made in Indonesia Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

sullivan

contemporary, rustic 
functional design at its best, our Sullivan Collection is artisan-crafted to frame your space in a grounded aesthetic. Built by hand from solid oak and 
sustainably sourced, reclaimed European oak veneers, each hand-stained surface features a smooth finish that accentuates the natural character of the 
wood’s organic features. These occasional tables perfectly balance practicality, craftsmanship, and chic styling, bringing natural elements to modern design.

product details
 u Sullivan occasional tables finished in Northman Sable are handcrafted 
by artisans from reclaimed European oak (salvaged from wood beams), 
sustainably sourced solid oak, and oak veneers. 

 u Reclaimed European oak showcases natural weathering, unique 
cracks, joint lines, and saw marks. Cracks are filled with black resin to 
ensure a smooth surface and add unique detail to each piece.

 u In addition to its stunning, organic appeal, our reclaimed wood is 
treasured in many of our collections as a contribution to preserving 
healthy and sustainable eco-systems.

 u Sullivan occasional tables finished in Northman Cinder are made from 
sustainably sourced new oak.

 u Surfaces are hand-sanded, coated with several layers of rich glaze to 
emphasize the wood’s natural beauty, then sealed with a matte lacquer 
for added protection.

 u Natural wood may display small splits, knots, or other organic features 
that will add character to your piece without affecting its quality or 
performance.

Northman 
Sable

Finishes:

Northman 
Cinder

55" Coffee Table 
55" w x 31.5" d x 15" h
Northman Sable 35SULSABCOF
Northman Cinder 35SULCINCOF

Storage Coffee Table 
54” w x 32” d x 15” h
Northman Sable 35SULSLGSTCF
Northman Cinder 35SULCLGSTCF

Square Coffee Table 
42" w x 42" d x 15" h
Northman Sable 35SULSBSQGCF
Northman Cinder 35SULCNSQGCF

Narrow Coffee Table 
70” w x 26” d x 15” h
Northman Sable 35SULSBLNGCF
Northman Cinder 35SULCNLNGCF

Large Coffee Table 
68.25" w x 43.5" d x 15" h
Northman Sable 35SULSBLRGCF
Northman Cinder 35SULCNLRGCF
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sullivan  |  occasional collection  |  made in Indonesia Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

product details (cont’d)
u Storage Coffee Tables feature a compartment beneath the tabletop,

accessible through a panel on one side of the table.

u Storage Coffee Table top opens up and extends out, easily creating a
surface ideal for working from home.

u Long End Table weighs 110 lbs.

u Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any
Arhaus Design Consultant for care recommendations.

Console Table 
71" w x 17.75" d x 29.5" h
Northman Sable 35SULSABCON
Northman Cinder  35SULCINCON

End Table 
26" w x 26" d x 24" h
Northman Sable 5SULSABEND
Northman Cinder 35SULCINEND

Storage End Table 
26” w x 26” d x 22” h
Northman Sable 35SULSSTEND
Northman Cinder 35SULCSTEND

Long End Table 
41” w x 20” d x 17” h
Northman Sable 35SULSBLNGEND
Northman Cinder 35SULCNLNGEND

image not 
available
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Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through 
interior structures and into desired space before purchase.

telluride

a place to come together
Handcrafted from deeply grained Mexican oak and naturally oxidized metal, our Telluride Coffee Table is as stunning as it is unique. Panels 
of solid iron are left outside to weather, giving each piece an authentic patina, while Mexican oak is lacquered to bring out its natural 
features. With artisan-made mortise-and-tenon joinery in each corner, Telluride tells the story of craftsmanship and natural beauty.

Coffee Table 
68” w x 40” d x 16” h 
35TELLCFFTB

telluride  |  coffee table  |  made in Mexico

product details
 � Handcrafted in Mexico using Mexican oak.

 � Metal accents are handcrafted from panels of iron that are left 
outside to naturally oxidize, giving them an authentic, weathered 
patina.

 � Due to their handcrafted nature, metal surfaces feature small dimples 
and other features—as a result of the finishing process—which add 
one-of-a-kind character to each piece.

 � Hand-applied finishes are weathered and coated with polyurethane 
for added protection.

 � This collection is artisan-crafted from natural materials with hand-
applied finishes. Individual pieces may vary in color, pattern, shape, 
and texture, making each truly unique.

 � Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any 
Arhaus Design Consultant for care recommendations.
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Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through 
interior structures and into desired space before purchase.

thayer

functional rustic elegance that moves. 
Topped with Indonesian volcanic stone, our Thayer accent tables feature a versatile design that works in any space. Solid wood bases—made with sustainably sourced American 
oak—are sanded, stained, and layered with glaze, resulting in a natural, subtly distressed finish. Hidden casters on Thayer cubes and coffee tables let these pieces move with ease, 
giving them the flexibility to work in any situation. Group cubes together to create a table, or spread them out for flexible seating. 

 � Handcrafted by Indonesian artisans, featuring grey, volcanic-stone 
tabletops.

 � Wood-plank table bases are made from solid American oak—
sustainably sourced in strict adherence with global environmental
policies.

 � Hand-finished wood is sanded, stained, and coated with glaze to 
reproduce a naturally distressed finish. 

 � Finished surfaces are treated with matte lacquer for added protection.

 � Thayer Cubes and Coffee tables feature hidden casters for easy 
movement.

 � Consoles and Coffee Tables feature a dowel construction, and a shelf 
made from oak veneer and engineered hardwood.

 � This collection is artisan-crafted from natural materials with hand-
applied finishes. Individual pieces may vary in color, pattern, shape, and 
texture, making each truly unique.

 � Natural wood may display small splits, knots, joint lines, or other organic
features that will add character to your piece without affecting its quality 
or performance.

 � Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any
Arhaus Design Consultant for care recommendations.

product details

thayer |  occasional collection  |  made in Indonesia

Ashland 
Natural

Finishes:

Cube 
23.5" w x 23.5" d x 18.5" h
Ashland Natural 35THAYERCB

Console 
56.75" w x 19" d x 31.5" h
Ashland Natural  35THAYN57CN

Coffee Table 
38" w x 38" d x 18" h
Ashland Natural 35THAYN38CF
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Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through 
interior structures and into desired space before purchase.

 � Stone surfaces can be easily cleaned with a non-corrosive, non-abrasive cleaning agent. 

 � Follow product use instructions carefully for best results.

 � clean lacquered surfaces using a mild soap, water, and a soft undyed cloth as needed.

 � Occasionally dust lacquered surfaces with a soft, dry cloth and non-wax furniture polish.

 � Do not clean using abrasives, harsh, corrosive chemicals,

recommended care
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CATEGORY SKU DESCRIPTION STATUS COLLECTION ROUTE
OCCASIONAL 91THAYLEVEL THAYER LEVELERS

     THAYER OCCASIONAL
A PT-THAYER PART

OCCASIONAL PARTS SKUS
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Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through 
interior structures and into desired space before purchase.

toluca

inspired by the beauty of nature
these massive, one-of-a-kind tables tell the stories of trees being elegantly repurposed to adorn your home for generations. Each magnificent, unique living-
space accent is artfully crafted to resemble the cross section of a large, fallen tree—constructed using Guanacaste wood veneers complemented by an oxidized 
iron base. Each table will be completely unique, showcasing various cracks, rings, tones, and proportion of dark-toned heartwood to lighter sapwood—giving 
each individual table a distinct appearance that can’t be recreated.

 � Toluca occasional tabletops are crafted from large Guanacaste
wood veneers cut to resemble the cross section of a large,
fallen tree.

 � Metal table bases are handcrafted from treated iron that is left
outside to give it a natural, oxidized patina.

 � Hand-applied finishes are weathered and coated with 
polyurethane for added protection.

 � This collection is artisan-crafted from natural materials with
hand-applied finishes. As such, no two tables will appear 
exactly alike. Individual pieces will vary in color, pattern, shape, 
and texture, making each truly unique.

 � Natural wood may display small splits, knots, joint lines,
or other organic features that will not affect the quality or 
performance of your piece.

 � Furniture made from natural wood may move slightly due
to temperature and humidity. This is normal and should be
expected from season to season.

 � Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak
to any Arhaus Design Consultant for care recommendations.

product details

toluca |  occasional collection  |  made in Mexico

Coffee Table 
45.25" diameter x 13" h
35TOULUCACOF
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Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

thea

adorned with real snake skin,
our Thea Nesting Accent Tables make a bold and exotic statement. Carefully crafted by Filipino artisans, these hand-finished tables 
are topped with skins humanely harvested from snakes raised for food—ensuring no part of the animal is wasted. Surfaces are buffed, 
polished, laminated, and paired with solid, wrought iron table bases to complement the snakeskin’s natural colors, patterns, and textures.

product details
 u Thea tables are craftsman-built from real snake skin adhered to 
engineered hardwood supported by a solid, wrought iron base.

 u Each unique tabletop is made with skins harvested from snakes 
raised in the Philippines for food—ensuring no part of the animal 
is wasted. 

 u Snake skins are dried, inlaid, and laminated, ensuring durability 
and a functional table surface.

 u Wrought iron table bases are finished, buffed, and polished by 
hand to accentuate the accompanying tabletops.

 u This collection is artisan-crafted from natural materials with 
hand-applied finishes. Individual pieces may vary in color, 
pattern, shape, and texture, making each truly unique.

 u Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak 
to any Arhaus Design Consultant for care recommendations.

Nesting Tables 
20" w x 10" d x 24" h; 17.5" w x 10" d x 22" h 
35THEATBL

thea  |  occasional collection  |  made in the Philippines
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page 1

WESTON 
occasional collection

made in INDIA

All dimensions can vary slightly due to the hand-built nature of our furniture.

NATURAL WOOD
Each piece will have slightly different 
shading and grain patterns and due to 
the nature of a multi-layered finish that is 
hand-applied by our craftsmen, there will 
be variation from piece to piece. Some 
small splits may occur, but will only add 
to the character. Knots and joint lines 
are a natural property and add interest 
but without affecting performance. All 
natural wood will display movement from 
season to season because of changes in 
temperature and humidity.

HANDCRAFTED QUALITY
Arhaus furniture is made with great care 
and attention to detail. Our collections 
are distinctive, designed to bring 
pleasure to you in your home for years to 
come. Each piece is handcrafted, made 
using traditional skills and techniques, 
and hand-painted, distressed and 
finished to ensure each item becomes an 
heirloom in your home.

RENEWABLE RESOURCES
Arhaus is unique in our commitment 
to preserving natural resources. Our 
Corporate Rainforest Policy states that 
we will not sell merchandise made of 
timber from the world’s endangered 
rainforests. In all cases, the wood was 
harvested from renewable resources.

Where iron and artistry meet style and function.
We’ve combined our two loves—Indian artistry and metal 
inspirations—to bring you the Weston End Table. Skilled craftsmen 
hand-forge Weston’s iron base and even incorporate a functioning 
crank and gear system into the design, so you can easily adjust 

the height of the tabletop. The iron tabletop comes in two 
available finishes: antique nickel and black, which maintain the 
industrial inspiration. Edgy and chic, this table will add flair to any  
dining space.
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recommended care
 u We recommend using a damp cloth on iron. You may use a mild 

soap if necessary. Towel dry. Do not use products that contain 
ammonia or silicone as they will cut through the lacquer finish 
(over time) and damage your piece. 

finish
 u The solid, hand-forged iron is finished in antique nickel or black. 

This process brings out the natural luster and beauty inherent 
in iron.

construction
 u The base and tabletop are made of hand-forged iron.

 u A functioning crank with gear system allows adjustment of the 
height of the tabletop.

End Table 
22" diameter x 22"–28" h (adjustable height) 
Antique Nickel 35WESTONEND2 
Black 35WESTONENDBL
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CATEGORY SKU DESCRIPTION STATUS COLLECTION ROUTE
OCCASIONAL 91ALLEGPUL ALLEGRO DRAWER PULL

     DRAWER PULL
A PT-ALLEGRO PART

OCCASIONAL 91ARNFLGLD ARNHEM FLOOR GLIDE
     FLOOR GLIDE

A PT-ARNHEM PART

OCCASIONAL 91ARNBUMPON ARNHEM PLASTIC BUMPON
     BUMP ON

A PT-ARNHEM PART

OCCASIONAL 91ARNSHOES ARNHEM PLASTIC SHOES
     PLASTIC SHOES

A PT-ARNHEM PART

OCCASIONAL 91AVIANASTOPPER AVIANA RUBBER STOPPER
     MABEPLINTHSQRCF/MABEPLINTHRECC

A PT-AVIANA PART

OCCASIONAL 91BERTOGNEFT BERTOGNE END FOOT PAD
     FOOT PAD

A PT-BERTOGN PART

OCCASIONAL 91EN48WHLEV ENZO 48" WHT LEVELER
     LEVELER

A PT-BERTOGN PART

OCCASIONAL 91ENOVWHHDW ENZO ASSEMBLY HDW
     ALL COLORS

A PT-BERTOGN PART

OCCASIONAL 91EN48BLHDW ENZO ASSEMBLY HDW
     ALL COLORS

A PT-BERTOGN PART

OCCASIONAL 91ENENWHHDW ENZO ASSEMBLY HDW DISC
     USE 91EN48BLHDW

A PT-BERTOGN PART

OCCASIONAL 91ENENBLLEV ENZO END BLU LEVELER
     LEVELER

A PT-BERTOGN PART

OCCASIONAL 91ENOVWHLEV ENZO LEVELER
     LEVELER

A PT-BERTOGN PART

OCCASIONAL 91ENOVBLLEV ENZO OVAL BLU LEVELER
     LEVELER

A PT-BERTOGN PART

OCCASIONAL 91BUCHONSTOP BUCHON END STOPPER
     BUCHON END TABLE STOPPER

D PT-BUCHON PART

OCCASIONAL 91769BUCHTBL BUCHON TABLE ASSEMBLY HDW D PT-BUCHON PART
OCCASIONAL 91CARRICONBS CARRINNA CONSOLE BASE

     BASE
A PT-CARRINN PART

OCCASIONAL 91CARENDLEV CARRINNA LEVELER
     ALL CARRINNA

A PT-CARRINN PART

OCCASIONAL 91982CHAREGL CHARLOETTE END 25" GLASS T PT-CHAR
OCCASIONAL 91FINNCOFFTCP FINN COFFEE FOOT CAPS

     FOOT CAPS
A PT-FINN PART

OCCASIONAL 91FINNCOFLAT FINN COFFEE LATCHES
     LATCHES

A PT-FINN PART

OCCASIONAL 91FINNLGPULL FINN COFFEE PULL LARGE
     LARGE PULL (CENTER DRW)

A PT-FINN PART

OCCASIONAL 91FINNSMPULL FINN COFFEE PULL SMALL
     SMALL PULL (GLASS)

A PT-FINN PART

OCCASIONAL 91HUDCONHDW HUDSON CONSOLE HDW
     HUDSON BRN BLU STN

A PT-HUDSON PART

OCCASIONAL 91769HUDBL46 HUDSON BLSTONE 46"' COFFEE HDW
     HARDWARE

A PT-HUSDON PART

OCCASIONAL 91769HUDBL60 HUDSON BLSTONE 60"' COFFEE HDW
     HARDWARE

A PT-HUSDON PART

OCCASIONAL 91769HUDBL70 HUDSON BLSTONE 71" COFFEE HDW
     HARDWARE

A PT-HUSDON PART

OCCASIONAL 91HDGRCONHDW HUDSON CONSOLE ASSEM HDW GREY
     GREY BLU STN

A PT-HUSDON PART

OCCASIONAL 91HDGRENDHDW HUDSON END ASSEM HDW GREY
     GREY BLU STN

A PT-HUSDON PART

OCCASIONAL 91769HUDEND HUDSON END HARDWARE
     HUDSON BRN BLU STN

A PT-HUSDON PART

OCCASIONAL 911515ISLHNG ISLA SIDE TABLE HINGE D PT-ISLA PART
OCCASIONAL 91KALCOFLEV KALMIN SHELL COFFEE LEVELER T PT-KALMIN PART
OCCASIONAL 91LUCANOHDW LUCANO COFFEE ASSEMBY HDWR

     HARDWARE
A PT-LUCANO PART

OCCASIONAL 91LUCANOCAP LUCANO COFFEE FOOT CAPS
     FOOT CAPS

A PT-LUCANO PART

OCCASIONAL 91LUDCOFLEV LUDLOW LEVELER SET OF 4
     ALL LUDLOW

A PT-LUDLOW PART

OCCASIONAL 91BONEPULL MOROCCAN BONE INLAY PULLS
     MOROCCAN BONE INLAY

A PT-MOROCCA PART

OCCASIONAL 91982NAOMI NAOMI LEVELER QTY 1
     LEVELER

A PT-NAOMI PART

OCCASIONAL 91NIKELV NIKA END LEVELERS
     NIKA

A PT-NIKA PART

OCCASIONAL 91ODETTELEV ODETTE GLIDE
     ODETTE

A PT-ODETTE PART

OCCASIONAL 91PALCONSB PALENCIA CONSOLE DRAWER STOP
     PALENCIA

A PT-PALENCI PART

OCCASIONAL 91PALNESTSB PALENCIA NESTING TABLE BUFFER
     PALENCIA

A PT-PALENCI PART

OCCASIONAL PARTS SKUS
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CATEGORY SKU DESCRIPTION STATUS COLLECTION ROUTE

OCCASIONAL PARTS SKUS
OCCASIONAL 91PALCOFHDW PALENCIA ROUND COFFEE HDW

     PALENCIA
A PT-PALENCI PART

OCCASIONAL 91PALENDHDW PALENCIA ROUND SIDE HDW
     PALENCIA

A PT-PALENCI PART

OCCASIONAL 91PALENDSB PALENCIA SIDE DRAWER STOPPER
     PALENCIA

A PT-PALENCI PART

OCCASIONAL 91PAMERCOFGLIDES PALMER STORAGE COFFEE GLIDES
     SET OF 2

A PT-PALMER

OCCASIONAL 91PAMERENDGLIDES PALMER STORAGE END TABLE GLIDE
     SET OF 2

A PT-PALMER

OCCASIONAL 91PALMERFOOT PALMER STORAGE FOOT A PT-PALMER
OCCASIONAL 91PALMERKNOB PALMER STORAGE KNOB A PT-PALMER
OCCASIONAL 91PALMERLEVELERS PALMER TIERED LEVELER FOR FEET A PT-PALMER
OCCASIONAL 91PALMUPHHW PALMER UPH ASSEMBLY HW

     ASSEMBLY HARDWARE
A PT-PALMER PART

OCCASIONAL 91PLMUPHOCHW PALMER UPH ASSEMBLY HW
     ASSEMBLY HARDWARE

A PT-PALMER PART

OCCASIONAL 91PALMUPPIST PALMER UPH PIE NESTNG SEAT PAD
     MUSLIN

A PT-PALMER

OCCASIONAL 91PALMUPRCST PALMER UPH RECT SEAT PAD
     MUSLIN

A PT-PALMER

OCCASIONAL 91PALMUPRDST PALMER UPH RND SEAT PAD
     MUSLIN

A PT-PALMER

OCCASIONAL 91PALMEUPHREC PALMER UPH SEAT PAD RECT KIT
     HARD KIT

A PT-PALMER

OCCASIONAL 91PALMEUPHRND PALMER UPH SEAT PAD ROUND KIT
     HARD KIT

A PT-PALMER

OCCASIONAL 91PALMUPSQST PALMER UPH SQ NESTNG SEAT PAD
     MUSLIN

A PT-PALMER

OCCASIONAL 91PEARLEVELOCC PEARSON LEVELERS FOR FEET
     OCCASIONAL

A PT-PEARSON

OCCASIONAL 91922PIERCOF PIERO COFFEE ASSEMBLY HDWR D PT-PIERO PART
OCCASIONAL 91922PIERCON PIERO CONSOLE ASSEMBLY HDWR D PT-PIERO PART
OCCASIONAL 91922PIEREND PIERO END TABLE ASSEMBLY HDW D PT-PIERO PART
OCCASIONAL 91922PIERKNOB PIERO END TABLE KNOB D PT-PIERO PART
OCCASIONAL 911137PINCAST PINNA CASTOR 4 PC D PT-PINNA PART
OCCASIONAL 91RADDRMLEV RADIAL DRUM LEVELERS

     RADIAL DRUM
A PT-RADDRUM PART

OCCASIONAL 91RAECLV RAEBURN COFFEE LEVELERS
     RAEBURN

A PT-RAEBURN PART

OCCASIONAL 91RYKMARTHDW RYKER MARTINI ASSEMBLY HDWR
     HARDWARE

A PT-RYKER PART

OCCASIONAL 91SANSKRITLEV SANSKRIT END TAP-IN
     LEG LEVEL

A PT-SANSKRT PART

OCCASIONAL 91SANTLV SANTINO LEVELERS
     ALL SANTINO

A PT-SANTINO PART

OCCASIONAL 91SERENAHDWC SERENA COFFEE TABLE HARDWARE
     HARDWARE

A PT-SERENA PART

OCCASIONAL 91511SILHOOK SILAS CABINET COAT HOOK D PT-SILAS PART
OCCASIONAL 91SOMALEV SOMA TALL TABLE

     LEVELER
A PT-SOMA PART

OCCASIONAL 91SORENLEVEL SOREN MARTINI
     LEVELER

A PT-SOREN PART

OCCASIONAL 91THAYLEVEL THAYER LEVELERS
     THAYER OCCASIONAL

A PT-THAYER PART

OCCASIONAL 91TREMOCGLD TREMONT OCCASIONAL GLIDES
     TREMONT OCCASIONAL

A PT-TREMONT PART

OCCASIONAL 91TREMOCPULL TREMONT OCCASIONAL PULLS
     TREMONT OCCASIONAL

A PT-TREMONT PART

OCCASIONAL 34378RP450 SLAB CONSOLE REPLACEMENT FRAME D PT-UNIV PART
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